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ROAD BLOCKED FOR RESCUE-Rescue Squad volunteers
collected $1,398.34 from Murray motorists Sunday afternoon in
roadblocks at key intersections. The funds are needed to enable
the volunteers to carry on fire and rescue operations in the
county.
; Photo by C. Eugene Tubbsi

Columbus D
Speeches Given
By Candidates

Reed Hornsby, age 10, was
treated at the emergency room
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on Sunday at 11 a.m.
after being injured in a car and
truck collision at the intersection of Highway 121 ( New
Concord Road) and the Locust
Grove Road.
Hornsby was treated for
lacerations of the scalp and arc
injury of the right shoulder,
according to hospital officials.
The young man was a
passenger in a 1968 Chevrolet
pickup truck* driven by his
brother, Rob4t Hornsby of 813
Olive Street, Murray, age 24.
Reed and another passenger,
Ricky Lowe,age 16, were in the
back end of the truck and were
thrown out of the truck in the
collision. Ray Hornsby, age 16,
was a passenger in the truck
cab with Robert, according to
Kentucky State Trooper James
..Bar neit. Only Reed. iksis
reported injured
Also involved in the collision
was a 1967 Volkswagen driven
by John Paul Stewart of Murray
Route Six. His wife and son
were with him in his car, but
were reported not injured.
Trooper Barnett said Stewart
pulled out from the east side of
the Locust Grove Road and
turned right on Highway 121
going toward Murray. Hornsby
was going south on Highway
121, started to pass another car,
when Stewart pulled out of the
road, Trooper Barnett said.
Hornsby applied his brakes, the
truck started sliding and turned
over landing on its top on the
east side of the road hitting the
front end of the Volkswagen
with the rear end of the truck,
according to Trooper Barnett.
The truck was towed away by
the Gardner Wrecker Service
and the boys were brought to
the hospital by a BlalockCeleaaan ambula
Willard Jones, age -57, of
Murray Route Three received
injuries in a tractor accident on
his farm off Highway 94 East
near Brown's Grocery on
Friday about noon.
Family members said he was
,
working in the woods on his

-Let us be proud to be AmerBy R. GREGORY NOKES
icans," he said to cheers. He
Associated Press Writer
Nixon, Sen-.-George praised -AF-LeCAO- _Presoont
McGovern and Sargent Shriver George Meany as amOng labor
have beep seeking votes from leaders who "stand -op for
Columbus Day crowds as the America."
Nixon's" only other announced
presidential election campaign
approaches its final four weeks, campaign appearance this
Of the top four candidates, week is a quick trip to Atlanta
Thursday.
only Vice President Spiro T.
Sen. McGovern, the DemoAgnes did not campaign Sunday, but he plarwied to resume cratic candidate for president,
campaigning tonight at a rally headed for New York City
today for the annual Columbus
'at Anaheim, Calif.
One Sunday campaigner, Eu- Day parade. He was to go to
nice Kennedy Striver, wife of Detroit later in the day on anDemocratic vice presidential other coast-to-coast Campaign
ranch&tP gargent.Shriver, won swin .
un ay a
McGovern
a tug-of-war for a microphone
before making herself heard in television speech on his proposals for a Vietnam peace. Sched-.
Baltimore.
President Nixon praised labor uled for vle-wing Tuesday night,
leaders and paid tribute to eth- the speech is said to contain a
nic groups at a Columbus Day step-by-step plan for. U.S. withdinner sponsored by Italian- drawal from Indochina.
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
American organizations • in
Washington.
Millions of immigrants have
learned, Nixon said, that
"America is a country in which a man or woman has an equal
chance at the starting line and
an equal chance to get to the
top."
YOUTH TO MEET
The Youth For McGovernShriver-Huddleston will meet at
8 p.m./Tuesday night at the
Democratic -Headquarters on
Chestnut Street. Steve Moody
and Barbara Hall, co-chairmen
for -the, campaign, extend a•
cordial 'invitation to all interestedpersons. Refreshments
will be served.

The Weather
Sunny and cooler today, high
in the upper 60s to around 70.
Fair and cooler tonight, low in
the mid 40s. Partly cloudy and
a little warmer .Tuesday, high
in the low 70s. Fair and warmer Wednesday.
4.

,Extended Outlook
KENTUCKY
Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Partly cloudy skies
with no significant precipitation
indicated. Afternoon
highs
ranging from near 70 east to
the upper 70s extreme west.
Early morning lows ranging
from mid 40s east to mid 50s
extreme west.

The Murray-High -School.
Chapter of the National
Forensic league attended its
first speech tournament held
Saturday at Maplewood 'High
School, Nashville, Tenn. Receiving, superiors and
performing in championship
form wer_eBarbara Kemper and Douglas Spencer An duet
acting; Lezlee Bartholorny in humorous interpretation;
Harrel Brantley in original
oratory, and Debbie Shinners in
dramatic interpretation.
Excellent ratings were
received by Edwin Garrett, Jan
Raggett, and Gary Moore in
original oratory; Karen Jones
and - Jeanne Hendon in poetry;
Martha McKinney and Shelia
Watson in extemporaneous
speaking. "
Reeeiving ratings of good
were Rosetta Bumpbus, Nancy
Ginn, Deveen Perry, Teri
Stephenson, -Willy 'Nell Reed,
and Nora MartineztUn poetry
and prose,
The students are coached and
were escorted by Ron and Mary
Beshear-_--0
l'he Murray group will attend
ale,urnament at Paducah Tilgh,
riian next Saturday.

Enemy Forces
Still Holding
Huong Phuong

farm endeavoring to push down
some smalrsaplings when he hit
a stump that was covered by
honeysuckles. Jones attempted
to jump from the tractor when it
started to overturn, but one of
his legs was caught by the
tractor, family members said.
Jones is reported
in
satisfactory condition this
morning by officials of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where he was admitted
on Friday.
He-''suffered a
cracked pelvis, injuries of the
back, abrasions, and conk
tusions.
Michael Kirks of Murray
Route Seven is listed in
satisfactory condition this
morning by officials of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after suffering injuries
in a one car accident on Highway/64 about midnight Friday
night.
'Kirks was" brought to thehospital at 12:55 a.m. suffering
from aninjury of the left arm,
according to hospital officials..
He underwent -surgery on
Friday night.
The injured man, age 18,
employee of the Master Tire
Service, was driving a 1968
Chevrolet Camero which was
almost a total loss. The car was
towed away by the McClard•
Wrecker Service. The accident
occurred on Highway 464 between Almo and Shiloh near
the Larry Woodall home.

(

SAIGON (AP)- From 250 to
U.S. B52 bombers attacked
500 North Vietnamese and Viet troop positions, base camps and
Cong still held Huong Phuong infiltration routes on all sides
village and three hamlets 15 to of Saigon. Some of the raids
20 miles north Of Saigon today were only four miles east of
despite heavy air strikes.
Huong Phuong and of Highway
The enemy force occupied the 13.
Despite the secret Vietnam
hamlets-Friday and Huong
Phuong on Saturday, cutting peace talks in Paris, the United
Highway 13 between Saigon and States also kept up its heavy
a big South Vietnamese mili- air strikes across North Viettary headquarters-at Lai Khe, nam, andtheCommunist forces
showed no signs of pulling back
30 miles north of the capital.
. "I don't think anyone regards from battlefields in South Vietthe threat to Saigon itself as nam.
significant, because of the rela"We are continuing to carry
tive capabilities of the two on the same operations as we
one U.S. source. bayeldl
sides," said •"said'one Amer'"'The
So,uth -- Vietnamese ican source. "We have had no
'GRADUATE NURSES-Seven students received certificates territorial forces and regular directives to do anything differafter completing a 140-hour nurses aide course in a class con- units have good defensive ca- ent. There is no indication that
pabilities. The Istorth Vietna- any of the 14 North Vietnamese
ducted by the Murray Vocational School. The class was taught by
Mrs Barbara Raymond, R.N. The students received clinical mese units are still under divisions in South Vietnam are
experience at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Back row, strength from previous combat. pulling out, withdrawing or disleft to right, Sue Henson,Sandra Burkeen, Joyce Bramley, Carole They are still capable of terror, continuing offensive operSims. Front row, Martha Latham, Mammie Blanton, Gladys attacks by fire, sapper attacks ations."
and perhaps small infiltration
Bates,
The B52s dropped nearly 3,I Staff Photo by David Hill) efforts, but the likelihood of 000 tons of bombs Sunday and
any main attack on Saigon is today on munitions stockpiles,
rather remote."
troop positions and supply lines
Other American and South' near the North Vietrilmese
Vietnamese officers thought the cities of Vinh and Dong Hoi and
small:scale' attacks • might be around Saigon.
designed to keep government ,
troops busy while larger enemy'
forces slipped- past to attack
such important targets as the
big base at Bien Hoa, Saigon
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - clean bill of health was that of and its Tan Son Nhut Air Base.
Kentucky Health Commissioner Lexington.
Dr. William McElwain says the
The study wes based on onstate's regulation of drinking site inspections and laboratory Mrs. Syd Sumner Will
water will improve immediate-' analyses'of water samples conNo one was injured in' three ly in the wake of a report shmv:
ducted by EPA on 36 public wa- Celebrate 84th Birthday
accidents reported to the ing many of the state's water
le!' systems, 59 semi-public waMrs Syd Sumner of Mayfield
--Marray-F'olice .Department system* deliver-drinking-ava4ar--supplies and 540-rural -indiPARIS1AY1=-I1eltfrit1 ---Friday, according to police of poor or marginal quality.
will celebrate her 84
y
vidual water supplies.
inger scheduled another secret
'reports.
on Thursday, October 12.
McElwain said later that he
The report, released Saturday
She is a patient at the meeting in Paris today with the
The first accident occurred at
was confident most of KenWestview Nursing Home, Room North Vietnamese, and the fa,
9:40 a.m, at the intersection of by the Environmental Protectucky's
drinking
water
is
satis189, Murray, and would ap- ture of South Vietnamese Presi12th and Chestnut, according to tion Agency's regional adminisfactory, but he acknowledged
preciate cards from all of her dent Nguyen Van Thieu appolice. Cars 'Involved were trator, Jack E. Ravan, was
the department's regulatory efpeared to be the chief issue unfriends.
driven by J.T. Payne,501 N. 6th, conducted by the EPA at the
forts
had
been
"lax,"
and
said
der discussion,
and Waylon F. Rayburn, 712 request of McElwain.
The study concluded that 17 that would improve.
President Nixon's national seOlive, police said.
McElwain said the health decurity adviser and his top asThe Payne vehicle was per cent of the public water
partment
had asked for the
sistant, Maj. Gen. Alexander
headed south on Chestnut, and systems examined failed to
EPA study in late 1970. The reM. Haig Jr., met Sunday. with
the Rayburn vehicle was meet bacterial standards of
sults
were
received
by
the
decent
and
another
64
per
Le Duc Tho of the North
headed north on 12th when the quality,
partment in August, but the reVietnamese Politburo and Xuan
collision occurred, according to did not meet standards for fresults made not made public unquency of bacterial tests.
Thuy, chief of Hanoi's delegapolice.
til
Saturday,
It said two-thirds of the pubtion to the Paris peace talks,
Damageto-the Payne car wag
Study also noted' that 58
The
While 1
. - ro-nie aftnalTiZRI. "ft
to the front end, and damage to lic' water supplies studied h.W
WASHINGTON (AP)-Zenper cent of the public water
the Rayburn car was to the left not been evaluated by a health
was Kissinger's 19th secret
Cook
has
Marlow
tucky
Sen.
systems
surveyed
need
more
"Munich '72 at MSU," a panel side, according to police department representative durmeeting with the North Vietnaing the previous year. And it treatment -facilities and 73 per accused the Treasury _Depart- mese.
discussion featuring spectators reports.
cent need "important changes ment .of irresponsibility conAnd some of the athletes who
The second accident occurred concluded that staff limitations
Presidential press secretary cerniVg a breakdown of reveparticipated in the recent at 1:45 p.m. on the Jerry's caused- necessary surveillance in the operation of present faRonald L. Ziegler said arfitther
Kenfor
nue-sharing figures
Olympic Games in Munich, parking lot, police said. The one activities to go unperformed or cilities."
session was planned today. He
McElwain said that last week tucky.
Germany, has been scheduled car involved was driven, -by' to be performed in a superficial
added there might be a third
Treasury
Secreletter
to
In
a
his
department had analyzed
for Oct. 11 at Murray State Naomi W. Farris, according to manner.
meeting on Tuesday.
the
Schultz,
The only system given a water in 188 of the state's 423 tary George P.
University.
the accident report.
Ziegler refused to disclose
Kentucky Republican asks that
public
water
supplies.
He
said
Sponsored by Sigma Delta, a
The Farris auto reportedly
what was said at the meeting
correct
taken
-to
steps
are
"all
71 had not been tested this year
physical
education
and collided with a speaker post on
Sunday. But Associated Press
for thepresence of potentially the many errors" found by correspondent Gaylord Shaw
recreation honor fraternity on the parking lot. Damage to the
Cook's office in Treasury' Dedangerous
bacteria,
and
the
the campus, the prograln will auto was to the front end, police
reported from the White House
others had not been.,tested partment figures on the dis- that there were clear inbegin at 7:30 p.m. and will be said.
11/
•, tribution of revenue-sharing
since Sept. L.
held in the University School
dications the talks were focusThe--third accident occurred
State policy calls for tests funds to Kentucky cities and ing on the future of Thieu..
auditorium. Tandy Jones a at 4:02 a.m, at the intersection
counties.
twice a month.
physical education major from ..-of 4th and Maple. Cars involved
resignation is one of the
up last whose
'
Differences showed
He said preliminary results
Paducah, is the Sigma Delta were driven by Evelyn H.'
chief communist demands.
revflnue-sharing
between
week
-orthe
indicated
that
36
checks
president.
Thieu again rejected --the
Willie, Fox Meadows Trailer
The Murray High School supplies contained licteria that figures Cook had prepared and
Appearing on the panel will Park, and Michael F. Stalls, 407
demand Sunday
onununist
Band placed superior in the is potentially harmful and 10 those given in a report by the that he quit and make way for
be:
N. 4th, according to police:
Committee
Senate-HoUse
Joint
others appears to be "grossly
-Pete Hussey, a 1972
Police said both vehicles were West Tennessee School Band
a coalition government inon International Revenue Shargraduate of Murray State and a headed north on 4th when the Marching Festival held at _contaminated."
cluding the Communists. The
Taxation.
ing
physical education'teacher at accident occurred. Damage to Dyersburg, Tenn., on Saturday.
White House also has termed
figures
dealt
different
The
Murray); band was one of
Sedalia High School.
-news stories that 'Mica would
the Willie car was to the left'
with how the local governMurray State Basketba
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resign sheer speculation.
.
up
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divide
units
mental
Coach Cal Luther and Gene
mage was reported-to the rating by each of the five judges
But the belief that Thieu's fuKentucky
is
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who were Joseph T. Smith,.
landolt, Murray, who attended 'ti4 vehicle.
reve- ture was being discussed in
Middle ,Tennessee
State
Mia,,Mtery Smith Hendricks, expected to get through
the Olympics as spectators.
Paris was heightened by the
finally
is.
it
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sharing,
once
University, Bob Lee, Mur- pat-At at the Westview Nursing
-Dr. Rill Exurri.; Kentucky Gospel Si
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g Planned
freesboro High School, and Cliff, Home,_ Murray, twill celebrate_ approved by Ccingreas..
State University, airainer with
his first appearance at the' SeCOok's
prepared
by
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Fuller, Nashville, Tenn., field her 98th birthday on Wedthe American Olympic team. At American Legion Hall
cret talks, and he returned on
office in cooperation. with the
judges; Bill Hull, Columbia, nesday, October 11.
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showed at Wednesday from talks, in Sat.
4 Tenn., inspection; Patsy Davis,
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Press Freedom,
A Public Freedom

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIKES FILE

Edgar Taylor, age 60, of Murray Route Three died
last night at the Murray Hospital.
The Young Married Adult Class of the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church has completed the project of
a new steeple for the chtfrch building. In charge of
the work were Junior Billington, Jackie Burkeen,
and Jimmy Rickman.
De. and Mrs. Eugene Schanbacher announce the
arrival of their adoptive son, Gregory Wade. He was
born May 9• and arrived at his new home on September 14.
•
'
Mrs.- Modem Grogan and Charlie Lassiter Were
installed as worthy matron and worthy patron
Tespect&ly at.the meeting of Temple Hill Chapter
No, 511 Order of the Eastern Star.

Isn't It The Truth!
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MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service

PITTSBURGH - Sen.
George McGovern took a calculated risk when he sidestepped the Pennsylvania primary in his bid to win the
Democratic
presidential
nomination. That decision
could cost him dearly in November.
McGovern, campaigning
hard for the state's 27 electoral votes, is facing not only opposition from its largest economic group, the United
Steelworkers Union, but a
shifting economic trend which
is making Pennsylvania
somewhat less than the certain bet it has frequently been

for Democratic candidates.
Much of this 1972 drift away
from traditional Democratic
voting patterns can be detected here in the state's second largest metropolitan
area.
In the April primary,
McGovern chose to bypass
active campaigning in Pennsylvania because he was up
against Hubert Humphrey
and George Wallace. Instead,
McGovern concentrated his
efforts on the Massachusetts
primary, held the same day.
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VieRan
Dear Editor:
One of the acCidents, Sunday,
October 2, mentioned in your
paper on Monday, involved my
car.
I would like to take this means
of expressing my appreciation
to the law enforcement officers,
who took me and the occupants
of my car to the hospital. I am
also grateful to the people from
Murray who stopped to offer
their assistance, I recall one
lady said her name was Miller
and another was Mr. and Mrs.
Humphreys. They took time to
call my family in Paris and
Murray Police.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Hallie Guinn

EYE ON CUBA

Castro zeroing in
on U.S. preteens
By JAY MALLIN

As in the case of the older
ments, in .true propaganda
youngsters, the Venceremitos
fashion, assailed the United
were brought to Cuba priStates for its actions in Vietmarily for -their propaganda
nam and praised the "heroic
purposes. They were invited
people of Vietnam."
by the Union of Pioneers of
The statement supposedly
Cuba ccuba's official young • issued by the Venceremitos Dear
Editor:
group) and they attended the
ade — average age 11 —
Several days ago you ran an
26th of July International Pio. in part, as follows:
advertisement from
the
-neer's Camp that is.thelull .(f "As children We reall?.e that
at -party -praising Dee
name, not a date l at the beach
people
the
of the United States
resort town of Varadero, east
are not responsible for those Huddleston for 'single hanof Havana.
criminal acts of aggrevion. dedly' getting the sales tax off
of food. Not all groceries, just
While the teen-agers and
The government of the United
some of them.
college youth in the past have
States, headed by Richard
But most people seem to
engaged in sugarcane cutting
Nixon, with his imperialist
and other farm work, this
policy, is the guilty party. ... forget that the same man was
children's group presumably
also in the Senate of Kentucky
"To assure the future of
was spared that during their
when The sales tax was first
Vietnam and its people, WE
five weeks in Cuba.
DEMAND an end to the geno- extended. Most people seem to
The American children
cidal practices- of the United
have forgotten that it was the
were not identified, with one
States against the people of
bad spending programs of the
exception. A photo was pubVietnam.
past 'several democratic
fished of Shaun Kathleen,
"WE DEMAND that the
governors before Louie Nunn
"the youngest of the brigagovernment of the United
that cause the request from
Itte appears to be
States agree to a settlement or Nunn for the tax
about eight or nine years old.
with the Vietnamese at the
increase. Most people seem to
The occasion for the visit to
Paris talks. We support the
have forgotten that Governor
Varadero was a meeting of
seven-point proposal of the
Nunn asked for only a one cent
397 children from 28 CohnProvisional Revolutionary
.increase but was given a two
tries. Among the countries
Government of South Vietcent increase by a Democratic
represented were the Soviet
Union and other Iron Curtain
Echoing Hanoi's demands, controlled legislature in which
Walter Huddleston played an
nations, African and -tlitin
the statement called upon the
important leadership role.
American nations, and North
United States to set a date for
• Vietnam.
Most Democrats would
the withdrawal of American
••A moving meeting," was
people to forget that Wendell
and allied forces and to withheld, according to Granma,
Ford increased taxes just like
draw its support from South
between the American and
Vietnamese Premier Nguyen
Governor Nunn, by adding onto
Vietnamese youngsters.
Van Thieu. All of this, Cuba
already existing taxes. But
-Highlights of the meeting
would have you believe, came
Ford has no excuse. His party
were the reading of the joint
from Shaun Kathleen and her
controlled' the legislature, and
declaration issued by the inplat mates
his party increased the overall
ternational camp and the
tax burden on the Kentucky
tif....Lhe document
people. How? By shifting the
drawn up kry the Los Venss,retax
from only certain groceries
!linos Brigade." Bot stateand added more than was taken
away to other taxes, gas taxes,
coal taxes (which will make
your electricity bill go up. Coal
LEDGER Ai TIMES WILE
powers electric plants.)
One last point.
go to
Mrs. Minnie White, age 91, died this morning at
the grocery and bay $10.00 of
her home in Hazel.
non-taxable groceries you save
50 cents but when you have
The Murray State College Marching band' will
bought $10.00 worth of gas you
accompany the football team to Memphis, Tenn., for
have paid about 60 cents in new
their game there. Jean Malone, Starkville, Miss., is
Huddleston-Ford—added gas
tax.
drum major.-,Majorettes are Gloria Stice, Mary Ann
Sincerely yours,
Stice, anti Janie Henson, all of Paducah, Betty
Richard Foster
Stewart of Murray, Ruth Sherer of Rock Hill, S.C.,
Route 8
Copley News Service --MIAMI — Cuban -Premier
Fidel Castro, who fOr a decade has been attempting to
influence Americans in the
teen and college age brackets,
now appears to be zeroing in
on the preteen set,
Cuba retently played host
to 23 American youngsters
whose average age, according
to the official newspaper
Granma, was 11. The group
consisted of seven boys and sixteen girls who, again according to Granma, came
from radical families in the
United States who are in favor
of the antiwar movement."
Since 1963, five groups of ,
American youths have visited
Cuba as members of the
"Venceremos
Brigade."
Vent- rpm.,
win" and is a common slogan
word in Cuba. Castro- ends
every speech with it.
The group of youngsters
who visited Cuba was named
-Los Venceremitoi" — the
little venceremos. Granma
described their outfits upon
arriving in Havana:
"Dri their;Jr-rival the children ... were wearing simple
blue denim uniforms With
white blouses or shirts and
metal emblems — a five-point
red star with a closed fist over
the worth 'Los Venceremitosf Every member of the
brigade also had a red and
blue scarf similar to those
worn by the members of the
Venceremos Brigade."

Lig

20 Years-Ago Today
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and Marjorie McCord of Vicksburg, Miss:,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman
. Holland annouhce the
marriage of their daughter, Myrtleen, to Franklin
Towery,son of Mr. and Mrs,Lace Towery. The vows
were re-id on September 77.
Lt. Jacqueline Miller is visiting her,parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Miller. She is enrcipte from Boston,
. Mass., to Texas where she will be a lab technician.

by Carl Riblet Jr.
How swell a man feels when he first hears that
baldness in male humans is a sign of Virility. Then
comes the moment when a mirror tells him that his
chin is doubling up on him nd his lap is getting-- -- And they began to be sorrowful, and, to say
unto
- smaller.,-From then on he will suspect thdt women
one by one, Is it 1?—Mark 14:19.
"
love him only for his money.
When .a charge of delinquency is broadcasf it is
_
"Rwady money is Aladdin's lamp."
wiser to indulge in self-examinatipn- than in ac—Lord Byron
cu isgon of others.
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6
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tracts atterviroa40 Info -Pole
which automatically upVates pollen, temperature,
attposphere, time and date
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Tabor acknowledges the
heavy disparity in registration which has favored Democrats in Allegheny and neighboring counties for more than
five decadps. But he says new
voter registrations I which are
virtually even for the two
parties) and the strong Wallace showing in April bode
well for Mr. Nixon.
"I think the President is
someone people in our area
can really identify with," Tar..said

the Democratic ticket.
It is difficult to measure
fully the importance of the
steelviorkers' vote in greater
Pittsburgh but more than
130,000 persons pick up paychecks from primary metals
or fabrication industries in a
five-county region.
McGovern forces here
acknowledge the problem
faced by failure to get the indorsement which has gone in
recent years to John F. Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson and

elsewhere but in Pittsburgh
you can really say the voters
will have a choice."
Mrs. Garrett, in a separate
interview, tended to agree on
the "choice.". "-The fact that Sen.
McGovern did not campaign
here means nothing," she
said. "Our local operations
are getting set. We will get the
vote out."

•••
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MEETING PUBLIC

GM is speaking
out on its image
By CARL W. RITTER'

Copley News Service
In this, the age of consumerism, what is the best
method of communicating
with consumers'
"Face to face," in the words
of the man who holds perhaps
the world's most important
corporate public relations
Post
Anthony G. De Lorenzo said
this is the reason General Motors Corp. now is giving
"much more attention to
speakers." In a vast expansion of earlier PR efforts, GM
this year -and next year will
said knowledgeable speakers
fanning out to 100 American
cities to speak at meetings
and engage in rap sessions
with educators, students, government officials, dealers,
planners and others important to the communities.
De Lorenzo is vice president
in charge of GM public relations.
"The main thrust Of GM
(public relations) today is a
continuing program of education-, trying to acquaint the
public with what we are doing
in the most important areas,"
De Lorenzo said in an interview. "Face to face is the
most effective way of telling
the story."'
The new 100-city program is
in addition to GM's longstandingPractice of conducting asSembly programs in some
2,000 high schools each year
and sending reptesentativea
to college campuses for discussions on job opportunities,
social responsibilities and
anything else.
Part of the present story is
GM's $400 million outlay for
antipollution efforts this year
aimed at further control of engine and plant emissions, and

the earmarking of $300 million
for looking into ways to make .

_cars_safer.. .
De Lorenzo said GM, the
employer of 247,000 men and
women in 22 plants, views itself as "the place where that
nice guy, Joe, works." Involvement in community affairs is a philosophy the company tries to carry down
through the organization to all
employe levels.
GM Chairman Richard

Gerstenberg this year, for example, has honored 22 plant
workers with medals for excellence in community activities
De Lorenzo said G14 sales
this year'are running at a record pace and that the company expects further gains
with 1973 models. Top executives are estimating new
model sales to reach 13.5 million to 14 million units. Truck
sales, termed "very strong,"
are seen approaching 2.64M1lion.
GM now is intrqducing four
'73 lines, those of the Chevrolet, Oldsmobile, Pontiac and
Buick divisions, with shockabsorbing bumpers a big feature.

Less Fat—.Mor
A primary
marketing of.
meat is the con
for a minimum
meat they pure
addition to de
type animals,
and meat indu k ets livestoc
weights than w
to 20 years ag.
most instances
excess fat, it i
the meat pack
taller.

Over the next few weeks, De
Lorenzo announced, GM will
release 1,000 new cars to
volunteer drivers from various walks of life throughout
the United States for a year of
test driving. The cars are
Chevrolets equipped with instantly inflatable air bag
safety devices. The law .of
averages indicates 20 tc1•125
collision-type accidents ca-

pable of inflating them.
De Lorenzo said GM favors
government making it mandatory for car drivers and
passengers to be "belted up"
with seat belts and-or shoulder straps.
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Circle I of tl.
.Methodist Women ii
Church met in the Si
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afternoon.
Mrs. Connie Fur
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gave their reports.
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theme of the progran
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

Humphrey.
But they say union chapters, which can operate with
some freedom within the USW
dictates, will help McGovern
at the local level.
The diversity of election
thinking within greater-Pittsburgh is illustrated by comments from the two people
charged with running the
Nixon and McGovern campaigns. One is John Tabor, a
former state labor commissioner, attorney in private
practice and now chairman of
the five-county regional group
for the reelection of Mr.
Nixon. The other is Molly
Yard Garrett, a veteran of
more than 20 years in Pittsburgh precinct politics.
Both say their man will win
Nov. 7.

r

Now thru Tue.. 10/17
-

He won that election easily.
McGovern
Eventually.
picked up 55 convention delegates from Pennsylvania in
his sweep to the nomination,
but the Pennsylvania snub is
now showing here.
The state voted substantially for Humphrey and gave
Wallace — wt O also campaigned in a token fashion —
more than 20 per cent of its
support over third piece fin•
isher McGovern.
President Nixon was not on
a Pennsylvania preferential
ballot and Lost the state to
Humphrey in his 1968 effort.
But there is substantial evidence that Mr. Nixon will
carry the state this fall and
break a Democratic hold
which has existed since New
Deal days, except for the Eisenhower years of 1952 and
1956.
Some Democrats estimate
that McGovern may make as
many as a half-dozen whistlestop appearances trying to
woo back the labor vote he has
offended.
McGovern's essential problem lies in the facto that the
United Steelworkers Union —
the state's most powerful voting bloc — has steadfastly followed the dictates of the parent AFL-C10 decision to
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

The week of October 8 to 14 is being observed as
Newspaper Week in Communities throughout the
nation. Anyone who reflects on the role of modern
newspapers hi today's society is reminded anew how
wise were those men who wrote into the First
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution the guarantee
of a free press.
Thomas Jefferson once said he would prefer to live
in a country with newspapers but without a government rather than a country with a government but
no newspapers.
"No experiment can be more interesting than
what we are now trying," he wrote on another occasion,"and which we trust will end in establishing
the fact that man may be governed 1y reason arid
truth. Ourfirst ol3ject, therefore, should be to leave
open to him all the avenues of truth.
"How do you go about giving the citizen a clear
shot down the avenue of truth?
"The most effectual (method) hitherto found,"
said Jefferson, "is freedom of the press." It still is.
Newspapermen throughout the English-speaking
world are well aware of Edmund Burke, who first
referred to them as the Fourth Estate, 200 years
ago in the British House of Commons.
"In this Parliament," said Edmund Burke, "arethree estates: The Lords Spiritual, the Lords
Temporal and the Commons. But, in the Reporter's
Gallery, yonder sits a Fourth Estate, more,un-.
portant by far than all.
"What then remains?," he asked Parliament..
"Only the liberty of the Press, which no influenc, no
power, no minister, no government, which nothing
but the depravity or corruption of a jury can ever
destroy: It will be the nation's most awful moment, it
will be the first grasp of tyranny, and how pregnant
is the example. What remains if the public press is
extinguished, the people enslaved, and the prince
_
undone?"As an advocate of society, of peace and of
liberty, I conjure you to guard the liberty of the
press, the great sentinel of the state, the grand
detector of public imposture. Guard it and cherish it,
because whenever it ceases to flourish, there will die
with it the liberty of the people and the security of
the Crown."
To benefit from a good press, the public should
zealously defend press freedom even when it hurts.
Freedom of the press is not a press freedom but a
public freedom, a public possession and right, and in
many ways the public's stoutest weapon.
To deserve its frekKiorn, the press should str
itua,
be full, fair and factual. But a free people does not
leave it to the government to dee* what is full, fair
and factual.
The greatest strength of a free press is not points
of similarity, but in the points of difference. In the
production of news every step involves the conscious
intervention of some news-gatherer, and two accounts of the same event will never be the same:
The threat to the liberties of the individual is
always possible. External vigilance on the part of
the public is essential, and that is why once a year
Newspaper Week seeks to focus attention on
Freedom of Expression—a --priceless heritage
bought with blood and tears over many years.

---10131WAY=OCTORER-1,-1972
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Cirele. I, Oiled Methodist Women
Meets At Church
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Engagement Announced

The Baptist Young Women of
the Flint Missionary Baptist
dm/eh heldWui'uieis'Meeting
and fellowship supper in the
home of Mrs. Dortha Stubblefield on Wednesday, September 27.
Miss Beverley Brittian gave
thanks preceding the supper.
The BYW's presented their
leader, Mrs. Sue Miller, with a
beautiful silver platter with
"BY1•V-1972" engraved in the
center. This presentation was
to show their love , and appreciation to her for her fine
leadership to them for the 1972
year.
Officers elected for the
corning year were Mrs. Sue
Miller, leader; Beverley
Brittian, president; Diane
Beale, secretary and treasurer;
Dortha Stubblefield, program
chairman; Martha Beale,
prayer chalrmart;:Slue:, Miller
and 'Gina Miller, scrapbook
chairman; Patsy Hopkins,
refreshment chairman.
Each member was reminded
to bring something of need to
place in
the box at church
which will be sent to the
Glendale Children's Home.
Present were Mrs. Sue Miller,
Diane Beale, Martha 13eale,
Beverley Brittian, Patsy
Hopkins, Ricki Hopkins, Vicki
Hughes,
Gina Miller, and
Dortha Stubblefield.

Sjme hot information
that could save your life
DEAR READERS: Even if statistics bore you, please
read this. I ran it last year and had hundreds of requests to
repeat it. The 'information may come in handy if you're
ever on a quiz show It could even save your life .
•

Miss Shelia Rachele
Mr. and Mrs. Wilton H. Jackson of Radcliff announce the
engagement of their daughter, Miss Shelia Rachele,to Charles E.
Taylor,son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Taylor of Radcliff.
Shelia is a graduate of Sullivan Business College of Louisville,
and is presently employed at Fort Knox Federal Credit Union, in
Fort Knox.
Mr. Taylor is a junior at the University of Kentucky inShelia is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. henry G,Cun
ningham of Almo, and the late Mrs. Ora L. Jackson of Murray.
A December wedding is planned.

Monday, October 9
Leadership Conference for
the Blood •River Baptist WMU
will be held at Elm Greve
Baptist Church from 6:30 to
nine -p.m.

Most persons think of the
desert as a desolate region ofthe country—without beauty.
This is not necessarily -true.
The desert Is the home of the
beautiful Saguaro flower. This
lovely _flower has a golden eye,
ringed with white petals.
The Saguaro flower adorhs
the Giant Cactus in the Southwestern United States. The
Saguaro has such beauty that
it is the official State flower of
Arizona. The flower, which is
about three to four inches in
diameter, appears tiny on the
Giant Cactus which occasionally attains heights of more. than
50 feet.
We offer flowers for weddings and other happy occasions. Nothing shows your love
more than flower's—whether it
is your wedding day or golden
anniversary. Order flowers for
all those Special elates.
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But let's get more current, shall we? Did you know that
last year more than half a million fires occurred in the
United States' More than 12,500 lives were lost. Even more
tragically, a large percentage of deaths were children,
elderly persons and invalids who had been left alone for
just a few minutes.
The chief causes of fires, in order of the toll taken,
were:
1.) smoking, 2.1 electrical wiring, 3.1 heating and cooking equipment, el children playing with matches, 5.) open
flames and sparks, 6.1 flammable liquids, 7.1 suspicion of
arson, 8.1 chimneys and flues, 9.1 lightning, 10 1 spontaneous ignition.
The total fire loss in 1971 was an estimated t2.84.5
billion. [No misprint—that's two billion, eight hundred fortyfive million dollars.]
Now for some tips that could save your life:

SHELTON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Shelton,
100 South 13th Street, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Michael Lane, weighing eight
pounds two ounces, born on
Sunday, October 1, at 9:29 p.m.
r the Murray-Calloway Goarity

• Be sure your cigaret is out. -Matches. too. And
never leave matches or lighters within the reach of children.
•Don't overload electrical outlets with too marry appliances
/
• Don't run cords under rugs or over radiators where
they may get damaged. And replace a cord if it is frayed.

Mrs. Dewey Bazzell
Hostess For Meet
Of Coldwater Club

•Have your wiring and electrical installations done by
a professional.
•Store oily rags and paints in a cool place in tightly
sealed metal containers.

• Never smoke in bed.

Murray Star Chapter -No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic pall at 7:30

•Invest in a compact, easy-to-use fire extinguisher
and keep it handy in your kitchen, or he a sport and buy
one for your cottage, car, boat and the beck bedroom, too.

The Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.in, at the club
lase /NM De: Jams Frank as
aptaket. "Hostesses will be
Mesdames Harold Hurt, Robert
Buckingham, Bailey Hendricks,
A.B. Crass, and George Ed
Waldrop.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
will meet at the social hall at
7:30 p.m.

The Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at 12
noon.
Morning circles of the-United
Methodist Women of the First
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m. as
follows: Alice Waters with Mrs.
C.C. Ashcraft, 105 North 16th
Street, Bessie Tucker with Mrs.
Frank Kane, 1617 Keeneland,
and Maryleona Frost with Mrs.
A.J. Kipp, 1001 Payne Street.

The Bethany Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the Community Center on Ellis Drive at
Leadership Conference for
seven pm. with Group I as
the„Blood
River Baptist WMU
hostess.
will be at the First Missionary
Group III of the CWF of the Baptist, Church, Benton, from
Eirst
9:50 a.m. to two p.m. Each
meet with Mrs. George Hart at persorried to bring a sack
7:30 p.m. with Mrs. H.B. Bailey, lunch.
Jr., as program leader.
The Sunnyside Homemakers
The Puryear School PTA will Club will meet at the home of
meet at the school at seven p.m. Mrs. Wayne Garrison at 10:30
With Willard Ails as speaker on a.m.
"Drug Abuse."

Wednesday, October 11
The Arts and Crafts Club will
meet with Mrs. Edgar Morris
.,at
2:30 p.m.
The South .Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet
with Mrs. Clifton E. Jones at
one p.m.

The
South
Murray
Homemakers Club will meet
with Mrs. Virginia Henry, 821
Tuesday, October 10
The Tappan Wives Club will Sha-Wa Circle, at ten a.m.
meet at the Grecian Steak
House at 6:30 p.m.
The
New
Concord
Homemakers Club will meet
St. Leo's Preschoel monthly with Mrs: Thomas Herndon at
parents meeting will- meet at one p.m. .
7:30 p.m.. at the school, An
•
evening of arts and crafts is
The Pottertown
naker
planned for information call Club will meet at Holiday nn at
Nancy Adams, president, 753- ten
8115.
Evening circles of the United
The Senior Citizens will meet Methodist Women of the First
at the community center on Church will meet at 7f30 pin. as
Ellis Drive at ten a.m, to make follows: Hannah with Mrs.
beads and articles for a bazaar, Ronnie Foster, 814 North 19th
to quilt, for patch work, and Street, Ruth Wilson with
making waste baskets.
Maurice Humphrey,
Hazel
Road, and Wesleyan with Mrs.
Calloway Board of Directors Milton Jenes, Camelot Subof Red Cross, Service Chair- division. ,
men, and uniformed volunteers
will have a joint meeting at. the -The Mason's Chapel United
Calloway Public Library at four Methodist Church Women will.
meet at 7:30 p.m. ,
p.111.
The Paris Road Homemakers
Club will Meet with Mrs. Lucille
Grogan at one p.m.
Groups of the Baptist Women
of the First Church will meet as

NOW, in came of fire:
Most fires occur between midnight and 6 a. m., so
always sleep with your bedroom door closed. U you suspect
fire, feel the top of the door. If it's hot, don't open it.
Escape thru the window. But first alert the rest of the
household.
If you can't open the window, break it with a chair.
Cover the rough edges with a blanket and sit on the window
ledge with one leg hanging outside and one inside, and wait
for help.
The phone number of your fire department should be
taped on every telephone. If it isn't, don't fumble around
trying to call them. Cell from a neighbor's house
If you live in an apartment building, use the stairway.
Don't take a chance on the elevator. If it fails, you're,
trapped.
Onceout, stay out. No treasure—not even the family
pet—is worth risking a human life.
It took lees than three minutes to read this column.
Was it worth it? I hope so. God bless. Have a good day!
ABBY

Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky.
" County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
Studies show that a well
dressed 6-12 year old child is
better mannered, more self
confiderit and less rowdy than a
poorly dressed one. As children
approach school age and later a
world of playmates and
classrooms, their dress should
suit the role they will be expected to perform. The clothes
they wear play a part in their
adjustment in social growth and
influence their mental health.
Studies show children want
these things in their clothes: ill
conformity,
2) easy to
manipulate so that they can
dress themselves. 13) comfort,
14) durable, 5) attractive. The
first step
toward any accomplishment whether it is at
school or at play is "To look fa
and to feel fit", —Dean Roper,
Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Phone —247-2334.
•

According to some of the
leading
jar
canning
manufacturer if pressure.satire
pans have a guage or weights
for showing and controlling
pressure at 10 pounds, they
appear to be satisfactory for
canning. Most authorities
recornmend adding 20 minutes
to the pressure crker time for
pint jars to make up for the
quick climb in temperature at
the beginning of-the process and
for the snore rapid cooling to
zero af•—the end. When
processing( bine 'IT up, let
The Douglass Center will pressure return to zero. Do not
open at one p.m. for-senior cit- use cald water to redtrce
izens to make beads and do pressure. For best results,
carefully follow manufacturer's
artex painting.
,instructions. --Maxine Griffin,
f

The Coldwater Homemakers
Club held its September
meeting in the home of Mrs.
Dewey Bazzell with the
president, Mrs. Newel Doores,
in charge.

• Never use flammable liquids for dry cleaning indoors.

•Have a fire drill in your home to be sure everyone
knows what to do in case of fire

The Calloway County Drug
Council will meet at the conference room of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital at
eight p.m.

ay
Barbara Jeeell
BEAUTY IN
THE DESERT

Q. When was the Chicago fire?
A. Oct. 9, 1871. Exactly 101 years ago today!

The Westside Homemakers
The Suburban. Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. O.J. Club will meet With Mrs. Mary
Lou Robertson at 12:30 p.1/1.
Jennings at seven p.m.

Less Fat—.More Meat
A primary factor in the
marketing. of livestock and
meat is the ccmsumefir-dititre
for a'minimurn of fat on the
meat they purchase. Thus, in
addition to developing meattype animals, the livestock
and meat industry now markets livestock at lighter
weights than was the case 10
to 20 years ago. Moreover, in
most instances where there is
The Calloway County High
excess fat, it is trimmed by School Band Boosters Club will
the meat packer and/or re- meet at the Nigh School
at
tailer.
seven p.m. All band parents are
urged to attend.

Ocot

farms: Annie Armstrong with
Mrs. Ray P. Moore at ten a.m.,
I with Mrs. Noel Melugin at 9:30
a.m., II with Mrs. Will Rose at
ten a.m., and 111 with Mrs.
Bernice Wise,hart at two pin.

Federal Bldg., Clinton,
42031 Phone--653-2231.

WHYBARK BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony C.
Whybark of Benton Route Five
announce the birth of a baby
boy, weighing seven pounds
ounce, born on Sunday, October
1, at 12:35 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another son,
William Keith Henson,age nine.
The father is employed at the
General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. William A. Whybark of
Benton Route Five and Mr. and
Mrs. Lilburn C. Linn of Benton.
PERRY BOY
John David is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Buster
Ray Perry of Route Seven, Fox
Meadows Trailer
Court,
Murray, for their baby boy,
weighing six pounds six ounces,
born on Sunday, October 1, at
1:10 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another son,
Jeffrey, age four. The father is
employed on construction at
Yankeetown,
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. R.C. Perry of West
Paducah and Mr. and Mrs.
Elam Harper of Clarksville,
Tenn.

• Never leave small children alone in the house. Not
even for a few minutes
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Circle I of the United
, Methodist Women of the First
Church met in the social hall of
the church on Tuesday, September 19, at two o'clock in the
afternoon.
Mrs. Connie Ford, circle
chairman, opened the meeting
with prayer and gave a report of
the general meeting. Mrs.
Robert Smith, secretary, and
Mrs. Carl Rowland, treasurer,
gave their reports.
"Worshipping God" was the
Vieille of the program presented
by Mrs. David Henry who
opened with a poem, "There Is
Always Time," and closed with prayer.
Mrs. J. C. Joiner, sunshine
chairman, reported on the sick
and shutins.
It was announced that Circle I
will have a bazaar following the
November meeting.
During the social hour, the
hostesses, Mrs. R. C. Ward and
Mrs. J. C. Joiner, served
refreshments.

Stubblefield Home
Scene Of Baptist
Woment4leeting
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Remember—egg white holds
air when beaten. The more
sugar added to beaten egg
white, the longer the cooking
time required to reach a thick
or firm stage. —Patricia
Curtsinger, Benton, Ky. 42025
Phone-527-6601.
It's back to school in color,
Comfort, casualness and easy
care clothing. Shop carefully for
the most mixability and
machine • wash and dryability.
The school clothing trends are
for classics, that casual—look
with plaids a major element and
fabric textures important. In
the girls' department, knit
dresses, cuffed pants, stretch
bodysuits, pleated and flared
skirts, tops and sweaters
provide endless possibilities for
mix-matching. In the boys'
aisle, jeans with fabrics of
corduroy and denim, knits and
skretch woven are appealing.
Often the pants are solid to
complement the highly patterned shirt scene. —Catherine
C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky.
42050 Phone-236-2351.
Closed-in stairs that rise from
the center of a room, whether it
be liaing-room,'dining room, or
hall, can be made attractive.
Remove the.,door, carpet the
stairs with a gay accent color*/
match your existing decor then
drape the door to coordinate
with the drapery in the room.
Tied back et .the appropriate
place, this„softening drapery
gives you the feeling of a grand
entrance. 7-Mildred W. Potts,
LaCenter, 42056 Phone-6655671.

Hospital.
The new father is a student at
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. W.L. Shelton and Mr. and
Mrs. Tom O'Dell all of
Hodgenville.

Two Couples Take_
Tour Of Pacific
Northwest Of U.S.

Mr. and Mrs. Corbit Farless
and Mr. and Mrs. Fray Cunningham returned home last
week from a motor trip to the
Pacific North West.
Among some of the inCOLSON BOY
A baby boy, Wesley Wayne, teresting places they visited
weighing six pounds eleven were the Mark 'Twain territory
ounces, was born to Mr. and at Hannibal, Mo., and the
Mrs. Geary Colson of Murray "Little Brown Church in the
Route Five on Sunday, October Vale" at Nashua, Iowa, the
1, at 10:23 p.m. at the Murray- Hiawatha Trail in Minnesota,
Minnehaliu Falls which were
Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed at Uninortalized by Longfellow.'s
Jack Wilson Chevrolet-Cadillac, poem about Hiawatha.
They took the scenic route
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and through Fargo, North Dakota,
Mrs. Edgar Colson of Benton to Glacier National Park where
Route Five and Mr. and Mrs. they traveled the 50 miles
Robert Mustard of Hardin Rout "Going to the Sun Road"; then
One. Great Grandparents are by way of Mount Ranier to
Mr. and Mrs. Louie Arthur of Seattle and across Puget Sound
and around the
Greenfield, Ind., Mr. and Mrs. via boat
Gilbert Colson of Benton Route Olympic Peninsula seeing the
Five, and Mr. and Mrs. Clell mysterious rain forests,
Burkeen of Murray Route towering stands of ancient
cedars and firs and rugged seaThree.
battered shores. They travelled
down the scenic coast of Oregon
where they visited the only
Mainland sea lion rookery in Oa
world.

Wqlikms' Home Is
Scene Of Women's
Society Meeting

The local couples traveled
down the coast to the Red Wood
Forest, and to Yosemite
The home of Mrs. Homer National Park, and Mount
Fred Williams was the scene of Whitney in a beautiful setting of
the meeting of the United
glaciers, waterfalls
and
Methodist Women of the Coles streams; then across Death
Canip Ground Church held on Valley to Las Vegas, Nevada,
Wednesday, September 20, at Hoover Darn, and Lake Mead.
seven-thirty o'clock in the
On the way home, they spent
- evening.
tweidelits in Sun City, As iLona-,
The Bible study from visiting the Farless'friends and
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 of'l Peter saw some of the 'interesting
was led by Mrs. Keith Let- sights around Phoenix. They
terman with others assisting in found Juarez, Mexico, and the
the discussion. Prayer was led Carlsbads Caverns very. inby Mrs. Homer Fred Williams teresting.
after which a short business
meeting was held.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess during the social
Odrinex can help you become the trim
hour.
Slim person you want to be 04rinex is
Present for the meeting were
Mrs. Maurice Crouse, Mrs. a tiny tablet and easily swallowed. Con
taint no dangerous drugs. No starving.
Marvin Scott, Mrs. Donnie
No special exercise. Get rid of excess
Williams, Mrs. John Jones, fat and live longer_ Odrinex has been
Mrs. Charlie Lassiter, Mrs. used successfully by thousands allover
the country for 14 years. Urines Plan
Austelle Crouse, Mrs. Keith
costs 13 25 and the large economy size
Letterman, Miss Gwenith
15.25 You must lose ugly fat or your
Crouse, and Mrs. Horner Fred
money will be refunded by your druggist.

LOSE WEIGHT
THIS WEEK

Mrs. Noble Fuqua read the
minutes of the last meeting and
introduced Mrs. Vada Smith, a
new member who recently
moved into the community from
St. Louis, Mo., and now resides
No questions asked. Accept no subon Mayfield Route Seven in • The next regular meeting will stitutes Sold with this uarantee
by.
Calloway County.
be held on Wednesday, October
18, at 7:30 pus.'at the home. of
The - lesson .on "Pattern
Mrs. Austelle Crouse.
Drug
Alteration" was given by Mrs.
Jerry Bazzell who suggested for
a good fitting garment to be
sure to know your pattern.
Making up a shell in an inexIiflit'
pensive material for a comfortable and attractive garment
is good, the leader said.
TM/ S1401 Will x14.
lit Alin/4A nr
Each member who had
completed a craft article since
the June meeting brought it to
help with the October craft
lesson. Mrs. Hugh- Adams had
an arrangement of burlap
flowers, Mrs. Sarah Sanderson
had some beautiful pictures of
dried flowers and a crocheted
stole, Mrs. Earl Adams had
beads, Mrs. Hill
crocheted
Adams and the hostess had
many beautiful creanucs they
had made this summer, and
Mrs. Ralph Bennett was
learning to crochet a pot holder
vest.
The main lesson in October
will be reading directions and
learning to do the different
stitches. Each person should
bring needles of proper size for
different threads-00 for wool,
size G or H for rug yarn, and 6
and 7 for bedspread cotton. The
finer the thread.the higher the
number of the needle, a leader
said.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Bazzell. -Visitors were
Mrs',..Dan Bazzell, Mrs. Larue
Mayfield, Mrs. .Lagenna Bazzell, Mrs. Malbe Carroll, Mrs.
Lynda Bazzell, and six children.
The next meeting will be held
^
.October 17 in the home of Mrs.
Neviettloores.

4aV

The

FEATI

EVENING REFRESHER
Deviled Ham and
Egg Sandwiches
Cake with Vanilla Frosting
Beverage
VANILLA FROSTING
Good way to use an extra egg
yolk
1/4 cup butter
2 cups about) sifted confectioners' sugar
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 egg yolk
3 tablespoons cream or milk
In a medium mixing bowl
beat butter with 1/2 cup of the
sugar Add salt, vanilla, egg
yolk, cream and 1.cup of the
sugar, beat thoroughly. Beat in
remaining 1/2 cup sugar or
enough to make good spreading
consistency Use to frost top
and siPea of a cake baked in a
square pan (8 by 8 by,2 inches

All a-glaze in crinkle patent
It's the shckest look around—gleaming soft
crinkle patent styled by Naturalizer into a
sho„that goes.teautifully with
everything in your wardrobe:especially the new
longer skirts and co-ordinating hose.
C91918:

Black ' Red
Blue
Brown

ADAMS
SHOE STORE
DOWNTOWN it,MURRAY

-
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Cincinnati Evens Up Playoffs
With 5-3 Victory Over Pirates

The Kirksey Eagles, who finished second in the County Tournament last season, will begin their
1972 season Tuesday night by hosting Brewers.
Members of the 1972 Eagles are top row, left to right, Mike Watson, Teddy Alexander, Kevin
Russell, Mark Rogers, Lee Beach and Terry Clark. Front row, left to right, Darrell Beane, Randy
McCallon,Tommy Futrell. Kevin Lovett,Teddy Futrell and Kevin Lamb.

Kirksey Season To
Open Tuesday Night
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The Kirksey Eagles begin
their basketball season Tuesday
night by hosting Brewers to a
pair of games. Kirksey, who
was 7-3 in the conference last year and was second in the
'tournament, is the favorite in
the six team conference this
season.
One of the major reasons the
Eagles rate as favorites is the
return of guard Tommy Futrell.
Last,,season, as a seventh
grader, Futrell averaged •• 23
points per game and was one of
the top ballhandlers in the
county. Kirksev returns only
two other members from last
year's squad.

Russell, Lee Beach, Teddy
Futrell, Randy McCallon,
Teddy Alexander, Terry Clark,
Mike Watson, Kevin Lamb and
Darrell Beane.

Cheerleaders 'fur ttre Eagles
this ,year are Renee Tobey,
Rhonda Adams, Jill Falwell,
Patricia Melvin, Vanessa Stone
and
Pain
Todd. The'

preliminary game will begin at
7 p.m. Admission is 50 cents for
adults and 25 cents for students.
Oct. 10
Oct. 12
Oct. 17

Oct. 20
Oct. 27

No'.3
Nov.7
Nov. 14.
Members of the Eagles--this Dec. 1
year are Tommy Futrell, Kevin Dec.5
Lovett, Mark Rogers, Kevin Dec. 12

1972 Schedule
Brewers Home
Hazel Home

New Concord Away'
Almo Away
Faxon
Lynn Grove
Hazel
New Concord
Almo
Faxon,
Lynn Grove

Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away

Lynn Grove Wins Two
Cage Games From Cuba

Bowling
Standings
MAGIC TR I
Team .,
W.,I
Bank of riturray
16 4
Murray Muffler
15 5
Ezells Beauty School
13 7
Johnson's Grocery
11 9
Boones
11 9
Jerry's Restaurant
10 10
Team No 5
8 12
'MrraIsiri4o4liaca,,AO4•
7 .13.
Eaker Amusement
1 18
High Team Game (SC)
Ezells Beauty School
768
Johnson's Grocery
733
Boones
732
' High Team Game (NC).
Boones
1009
Ezells Beauty School
976
Murray Muffler
975
High Team Series (SC)
Ezells Beauty School
2226
Johnson's Groc,er y
2061
Murray Muffler
1993
High Team Series (HC)
Ezells Beauty School
2850
Murray Muffler
. 2776
-Boones
.
2764
High .Ind. Game (SC)
Pixie Nance
187
Margie Garland
180
Mildred Hodge
176
High Ind. Game (NC)
Pixie Nance
250
Pat Willett
230
Margie Garland
228
High In. Series (SC)
Wanda Nance
504
Margie Garland
498
Mildred Hodge
471
High Ind. Series (HC)
Margie Garland
642
Pat Willett
615
Hilda Jackson
615
Wanda Nance
603
High Averages
Mildred Hodge
159
Wanda Nance
155
Barbara Alexander
151
Marilyn Chatman
148
Mary Harris
142
13elly-70Tmcon —
bet
Brenda Pierce
140
Norma Bennett
139
Betty Dixon
139
Margie Garland
138
Linda Drake
138

Wildcats had two while Miller rain
-Wed
started their season Friday out the attack by scoring
one.
night at Cuba with a 42-41 win
Lynn Grove will open county
over their hosts.
play Thursday night as Faxon
The--Wildcats jumped to an will visit the WILDCATS. The
early lead and nlaintained a prelininary game begins at 7
five point spread at the end of p.m. and' admission is 50 cents
Sailing Title
the first quarter and the half. for adults and 25 cents for
BARRINGTON,
R.I. (API The Wildcats fought back from students.
Robbie Doyle of Marblehead,
a 31-31 deadlock in the third
Remaining Schedule
Mass., came from behind on
quarter and managed to pull the Oct. 12
Faxon
Home the final day
of the three-day
game out of the fire.
Almo
Oct. 17
Away competition to win the
North
Allen Stone -jiicked up 12 - 'Oct. 20
Hazel
Home American Inter-Class Solo Sailpoints to pace the Wildcats' 'Oct. 27_
Concord
Home ing Championships.
..
--seer•ingd-al-Ette4t---wiriie
11 • '
Home • Dovle•,- 29,-- trailed Gary-

I,ockhazt chipped in with 10.

Jerry Gardner had nine points,
all of which came in the third
period.
-Lynn Grove 11 10 10 11-42
Cuba
6 10 15 10-41
Lynn Grove( 42(-Gardner 9,
Lockhart 10, Stone 12, T. Chavis
7 and Martin 4.
Cubai 41(-Blalock 12, Johnson
7, Darwell 16 and Seax 6.
The preliminary game found
Lynn Grove romping to a 44-19
win. Cuba had a 6-4 lead at the
end Of one quarter 'bin by
halftime the Wildcats had
rocketed ahead 20-8. J. J.
Chavis and Jerry Gardner each

Nov.3
Nov.7
Nov. 14
Dec. 1
Dec.5

Dec. 12

Kirksey
Faxon
Almo
Hazel
Concord
. Kirksey

Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home

N'Western Mutual
To Sponsor Tourney

Wednesday is the deadline for
registering for the Northwestern Mutual Tennis
Tournament, to be held this
weekend, according to Ron
Beshear, tournament manager.
Events offered are Men's,
Women's and Mixed Doubles.
had 12 points to pace Lynn All people in Calloway County'
Grove. Howard had'ninewhile _ _may.participate, Beshear said,
Wirris had eight. Orr and Olive by calling 753-4331.

son of Toms River, N.J., after
completion 6f the first two
days, but pulled ahead with two
second-place finishes Sunday.
Jobson, finishing 10th and third
Sunday, finished second.

tional League's best-of-5 playoff
series at 1-1.
The third game will be
played here today.
"I said if we won today (Sunday ) we would win it ( the National League pennant)," said
Anderson, now a picture of confidence. "I still think it will go
five games and we'll win it."

Anderson's Reds used a pair
of first-inning two-run doubles
by Bobby Tolan and Tony PerThe Cincinnati boss added:
ez and solid relief pitching by "I'm not being smart about
it
Tom Hall to beat Pittsburgh or popping off; I just
feel that
Sunday 5-3 and even, the Na, way. We're going home and

land Athletics, with a,zero popularity rating in Detroit, would

The Cuban infielder got the
A's their first run Sunday and
like to end the American later got 'himself kicked eat of
.Leagtm 'playoffs in Tiger Sta- the game for throwing his bat
dium, Tuesday and get out of - at Tigers' reliever Lerrin LaGr-

town quickly.
.
They moved within'orie victoCronin, one of the 30,088
ry of a three-game sweep in the spectators, said he would get
best-of-5 series Sunday when-- full' reports from the-umpires
John "Blue Moon: Odom threw "ancl then sleep on it" before
a three-hitter to beat the Tigers' deciding What action to take..
5-0 here.
"That was the dirtiest thin
The teams had today off, but ever saw in the game of baseAmerican League President -ball," Tigers' Manager Billy
'Joe CrrMtit -had .0 decision to Martin said. "He's got to be

By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) "Maybe our luck has finally
turned around," Kentucky
Coach John Ray said after his
Wildcats evened their record at
2-2 with a 17-13 victory over
Mississippi State.

State a third-down on Kentucky's seven-yard line.
But five plays later Bishop
snagged his interception and
put Kentucky in front 17-6 with
11:51 left in the game.
''Bishop said he didn't touch
the man in that pileup penalty,"

Ray said after studying the
RAY May have pegged-ff
MIMS.''''Pfestatd lie just clove
actly. A key interception in the over him."
fourth period and other lucky
Ray dismissed Kentucky's
circumstances saved a lackluster Kentucky effort after half- lack of effective defense in the
time to give the Wildcats the second period by saying his
players not only missed. a key
victory.
practice session, but were tired
In the second half of Saturday night's game, Kentucky from so much effort.
The offense generaged nothgained only 75 yards on the

Tech. Ties
Western For
Lead in OVC
By-THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

By The Associated Press
Here is the schedule for baseball's championship series in
the National and American
Leagues:

National League
Sat., Oct. 7-Pittsburgh 5,
Cincinnati 1
Sun., Oct. 8±Cincinnati 5,
Pittsburgh 3
Mon., Oct. 9-Pittsburgh
( Briles 14-11) at Cincinnati (Nolan 15-5 or Grimsley 1481, 3
p.m., EDT, national TV
Tues., Oct. 10-Pittsburgh at
Cincinnati, 3 p.m., EDT
Wed., Oct. 11-Pittsburgh at
Cincinnati, 3 p.m., EDT, if necessary
American League
Sat., Oct. 7-Oakland 3, Detroit 2, 11 innings
Sun., Oct. 8-Oakland 5, Detroit 0
Tues.; Oct. 10.-Oakland

bomb that made it 21-17 Tech.

we haven't had a fight with the
Tigers," he said.
,Oakland will pitch left-hander
Ken Holtzman, 19-11 in the
regular season for the West Division champions, against the
Tigers' Joe Coleman, 19-14, in
Tuesday's third game.
The A's will return here
Rudi, who had two hits Sunday, recalled later that he was Tuesday night if they sweep the
under a pile of bodies in a fight playoffs and go to Pittsburgh or
that occurred the last time the •Cincinnati, where the World
Series will start, on Thursday
A's played thbetroit.
night
•
"1 don't lino* if- there's bad 7 '1 Mink-we've
gottlie better
blood between these teams. But team, and I hope we
end it
I've been with the A's. since Tuesday," Manager
Dick Wil1968 and I can't think of a year hams said.

(Holtzman 19-11) at Detroit
(Coleman 19-14), 1:30 p.m.,
11 4

Wed., Oct. 11, Oakland at Detroit, 1:30 p.m., EDT, if neces- sary.
Thurs., Oct. 12, Oakland at
Detroit, 1:30 p.m., EDT, if necessary.

ALMOST BUT
beat Coulson to fi

Use coupons like cash to save real money on the
things you need. Clip them out now and put 'em
in your pocket as a shopping reminder.

7/11.1.e
- a-Vaelle

Your local hardware merchant with national chain
buyMg power. We buy for less, sell for less.

STORES

HARDWARE

CLIP THESE COUPONS AND SAVE

"Yaw

FALL COUPON SPECIAL

411111
.W0

Five compartments. Rigid box
sides & bottom.

t,0111

REG. 980

NYLON

:4,4111
SOO

tor
.
111114„
.
..

4WALWLIDBERUTSYHNEX

For all paints, especially latex. Flat edge.

Limit On Coupon Per Adult Customer

FALL COUPON SPECIAL

d CON READY MIXED

14-TRYSQL11
HI-LITE WINDOW
THERMOMETER

ilCON KILLS RATS AND MICE
' KILLS Box of four bait-filled trays
RATS you lust open and set out
• _
With
•
c Coupon

REGULAR $1.29
LIM: One Coupon Per Adult Customer

Limit One Coupon Per Melt Customer
FALL COUPON SPECIAL

FALL COUPON SPECIAL

SUPER
FLASH
CUBES

is•
•••

WOODCARE SPRAY
Restores natural beauty to cab-2
,1,44th
c18
inets, paneling.
With This
Coupon
Regular Price $1.98

99

LIUt One Coupon Per Adult Customer

ek•
mew,
stir
0.
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BBc CVVOtuhpo
Pack of 3 cubes-12shots!
Flash even on weak batt.

REGULARLY $1.85
Limit: One Coupon Per Adult Customer
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FALL COUPON SPECIAL
(Z119--f.f,.3)

•
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With
47c Coupon

FALL COUPON SPECIAL

EKCO
3 PARING KNIFE

4-01. SPRAY CAN vot,
LUBRICATING OIL

99C CWiUtphon

reit.

For sewing machines, garage doors, hinges. 1573

Lint One Coupon Per Adult Customer

Ri E7G5ULAR,LY

,,,,,millti

Pakkawood
handle; stay

sharp waverly

41..
"
,
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blade 0703P

.•1
...

Lk One Coupon Per Adult Customer
•110-=1111,-/Il

FALL COUPON SPECIAL

PROPANE FUEL

511

OM

377.

4-0Z. SPRAY CAN
,PENETRATING OIL

•••••••

WIth
Coupon
Frees rusted nuts &
bolts, studs, etc 1576

47c

Urnik One Coves Per Adult Customer

Fit all name brand standard
size tanks. Meet all ICC
specif. 26.7 oz. TT1/5

4110.•
.40
3
eft
gm.=
ope
me'
a.,
1012

2FOR1.69
With This Coupon

Addt'l Cylinders $1.29 Ea
Limit One Coupon Per Adult Customer
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO
C4estnut
Street

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-2571

• By ED SH
Associated
'I'm just glad
opportunity,''
State Coach Cha
Sunday when to
would be facing
straight week th
nation's lrgest
"There was ,

OVtF

69c WCrupTotntS

REGULARLY $1.85
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Big easy-to-read numerals.
73/8"tall. Bracket. 5301

-99

.41011
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1111.4,:o

Lint One Coupe. Per Melt Customer

FALL COUPON SPECIAL
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0
14
14,00
40
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Regular $3.09

With This Coupon

.4,11
00111
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11.99 Ctitlipon

340

:741,111

11

FALL COUPON SPECIAL

PLASTIC Silverware TRAY

Win
.4101.
4AI
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iversity of Tennessee at Martin.

Eagles turned a muffed field
goal attempt into a touchdown.
Halfback Sam Anderson, holding for kicker Butch Gentry,
took the snap and attempted to
skirt left end.
Pinned, he lateraled back to
Gentry who tossed a scoring
pass to Tom Pemberton.
After an East Tennessee field
goal d made it 17-7, Tech's John
Fitzpatrick raced 78 yards with
an intercepted pass late in the
third quarter. Three minutes
later John Zeigler hit Ron
Humphrey with an '83-yard

SAFE!!! Murray
split the doubleheai

S
iteci
a
i
d

Tech came from behind to
East Tennessee State Univeri[
be moaning 9Th down Last Tennessee taking
brother" and seeing double the lead in the last quarter and
today after losing a 24-23 their holding on-barely.
After.falling behind 14-0 in
thriller Saturday night to
the second quarter, the Golden
Tennessee Tech.

suspended for the rest. of the hospital for X-rays, which Were
playoffs."
negative.
Cronin said, "The Way I feel
Campaneris singled to open
personally, any time you swing the A's first inning, stole secyour bat at another ballplayer, ond and third bases and scored
it's something that doesn't be- on Joe Rudi's single. He got
long in baseball."
two more hits, including one (ii
Campaneris was hit on 'the the A's four-run fifth inning.
left ankle by a LaGrow pitch in
flung his bat at the mound but
missed, the . pitcher. The
umpires prevented a fight be.1ween the teams and restrained
Martin as he tried to reach
Campaneris., .
The As shortstop went to a

Playoff Schedule

--.44.40141416

ing after halftime until the final
ground and nothing in the air,
minutes of the game.
while Mississippi State piled up
"Some of our letdown was
282 yards via both routes.
due to lack of work. We had
Still, Kentucky took the win
good practices Monday. and
- mostly on the strength of
Tuesday, but rain forced us inDarryl Bishop's 97-yard runside on Wednesday - our key
back of an interception only
day - and Thursday is too late
about a minute after he might
for much contact work before a
have been the goat of the
game," Ray said.
game.
Ray has been told that KenBishop was guilty of piling on
unnecessarily - though he lat- tucky's next opponent, North
er told his coach he didn't Carolina, runs both offense and
touch the man - and it gave defense similar to the Wildcats.

Twin brothers for Tech
.played pivotal roles in the
Golden Eagle victory as Tech
Exhibition Cancelled
tied Western Kentucky for the
lead
in the Ohio Valley ConferSYRACUSE, N.Y. (API Former major league infielder ence football race: Tech equalBobby Cox is the new manager ed Western Kentucky's 2-0 conof the Syracuse Chiefs in the ference mark as the Hilltoppers
International League. He man- had an open date.
In other conference action,
aged West Haven, Conn., to the
Eastern League pennant this Morehead downed Austin Peay
31-21 and Eastern Kentucky
year.
belted Middle Tennessee 13-0.
Vernon E Downs, 17. of One- Murray won its first game this
ida, N. Y was named after season with a 14-7 non-conferVernon Downs racetrack
ence decision over the Un-

the seventh inning. After piciing himself out of the dirt, he

been a ball, but it was a hell of
a pitch. Even if I do swing at
it, how the hell do I hit it'? I
guess my judgment was bad."

Mississippi Win Evens
Season Slate For Cats

Oakland Hoping For Fast
Playoffs End In Detroit
By ERIC PREWITT
. make-whether to take any disAssociated Press Sports *ter ciplinary action against A's
OAKLAND r APl - The Oak- shortstop Bert Campaneris.

that gives us an advantage."
two-hit, one-run baseball to
Pittsburgh Manager Bill Vierearn the victory.
don reacted predictably when
Yet, if you looked at the stainformed of Anderson's words.
tistics, bringing in Hall could
"If they think they're home
have been devastating to the
free, they've got another think
Reds.
coming," snapped the Pirates'
During the season, Hall had
skipper.
worked five innings against
Anderson's biggest move .in
Pittsburgh and posted an ERA
Sunday's victory at Pittsburgh
of 10.43. He almost blew a 7-1
was relieving starter Jack Billead in one,game, and in anothlingham with two outs and runer one served a three-run
ners at first and third in the
homer to Willie Stargell'. .It
fifth inning.
'looked as if Anderson was feedHall pitched 4 1-3 innings of
ing the Christians to the lions
uh Pirates.
Would you believe that the
first batter Hall had to face
was Stargell?
Anderson said he never even
thought about the last time Hall
pitched to Stargell. "Tom
Hall's record speaks for itself
this year,""said the
"It seems a little odd, -but ager. Hall was 10-1Reds' manwith eight
this must be the fifth team in saves and a 2.61
ERA.
five games that uses the same
"Some managers keep cards
4-4 defense that Coach Ray de- on those
things," Anderson
veloped while he was at Notre said. "I ain't smart
enough to
Dame," assistant coach George keep cards."
Sefcik said.
Hall came in with a 2-0 count
Gary Knutson led the Ken- on Stargell
and worked it to a
tucky attack With 136 yards full count.
rushing on .25 carries, scoring-.--Now-emwe -the- bigpft&-a'
the Wildcats' only offensive slider down and
away for a
touctickiwn.'
called strike three. Hall conHe was matched, however, trolled the game the rest of the
by State's wingback Bill Buck- way.
ley, who caught eight passes
Stargell said of the strikefor 136 yards.
three slider, "It might have

KMONMWM

By RALPH BERNSTEIN
Associated Press Sports Writer
CINCINNATI I AP)- Cincinnati Manager Sparky Anderson
talks like all he has to worry
about is who will represent the
American League in baseball's
World Series.

DETROIT A
land A's Bert "
aneris, focus of
Sunday's playo
Oakland and
nitely out for
Playoffs," Say
Dick Williams.
Williams sa
that Campaner
ankle by a p
Tiger pitcher I
the seventh in
to Oakland "
sible" for tr
ankle.
The little sh
lected three hi
runs in the
touched off a
he flipped his,
direction after

Torre
Salt'
13y MIK
Ledger & Ti
Last sprin
State's AllKrejci gradu
thought his
country and t
fbr Many yea
Torres doesn'
Saturday
Murray-Call
Club, Torres
mile record
Racers to
Western Jilin(
Torres coy

25:02.0 and e
from Krejci's
Western Illin
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Thoroughbreds Pickup First
Win Of Year Over UT-Martin
it was a hell of
I do swing at
do I hit it? 1
ent was bad."

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter

chedule
fated Press
edule for basehip series in
and American
League
-Pittsburgh 5,
incinnati 5,
9-Pittsburgh
Cincinnati Noimsley 148), 3
ional TV
Pittsburgh at
m., EDT
I -Pittsburgh at
I ., EDT, if nec-

SAFE!!! Murray State's Rick Weisman beats the relay to home for a Thoroughbred run. Murray
split the doubleheader with Austin Pea), played at Reagan Field Saturday afternoon.

. 10-Oakland
11) at Detroit
14), 1:30 p.m.,
, Oakland at DeEDT, if neces- •
12, Oakland at
m., EDT, if nec-

/
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. ALMOST BUT NOT QUITE!!!Steve Coulson almost beat out a slow roller to short but the ball just
beat Coulson to first as the umpire starts to call the runner out.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)

Auburn To Face Longest
Winners For Third Week •,
By ED SHEARER . .
Associated Press Sports Writer
"I'm just glad they have that
opportunity," said Louisiana
State Coach Charles McClendon
Sunday when told that Auburn
would be facing for the third
straight week the team with the
nation's lrgest winning streak.
-There was a time Saturday

night when I questioned that
part of it," McClendon added,
recalling his Bayou Bengals'
narrow 12-6 victory over Rice.
The unbeaten Bengals and
War Eagles collide in Baton
Rouge Saturday night in the top
Southeastern Conference game
this week. LSU extended its
winning string to eight straight,

Campaneris Definitely
Out For Playoff Games
WI Customer
SPECIAL

It Customer

N SPECIAL

Pakkawood
andle, stay
arp waverly
lade 0703P
dult Cuskiiner

SPECIAL

E FUEL
brand standard
Meet all ICC
oz. 11-175

-1.69
• Coupon
tiers $1.29 Ea.

Customer

UTO

Mike Hobbie may have found
himself a permanent job.
Bobbie's performance Saturday
night at Cutchin Stadium
provided the spark for Murray
State's first win of the season,
an inunpressive 14-7 victory
over the University of Tennessee at Martin.
Taking the place of injured
quarterback Tom Pandolfi,
Bobbie hit 8-12 passes for 132
yards in engineering the
Racers' offensive attack.
Hobble, a freshman who was
redshirted last season, threw
the winning touchdown pass for
Murray in the fourth quarter.
Several other individuals
figured highly in the Racers'
win. Jerry Stanley, a 6-3, 212
pound senior from Elayti,
Missouri, spearheaded the
By HUBERT NIIZELL
grinding Racer defense. Stanley Associated Press Sports Writer
had rune unassisted tackles in
'Miami's well-produced, wellleading the defensive unit to its directed Dolphins have wowed
most impressive showing of the them on the road with four-star
season.
ratings before audiences in
Racer tailback George Kansas City, Minnesota and
Greenfield, who gained 205 New York.
yards in the Morehead loss,
That was supposed to be the
rushed for 134 yards and scored tough part.
.the first Murray touchdown __-.But--rinulphins take
against UTM.
their smash hit hpme to the OrMurray had only one major ange Bowl as the unbeaten and
problem, fumbles. On the currently unchallenged sensaRacers' first series of plays, tions of the American ConferGreenfield carried the ball into ence East in the National Footthe end zone from three yards ball League.
out, only to fumble when being
"We think we can win every
hit.
game," said. Garo Yepremian,
Martin had little luck at all the balding field goal whiz of
during the first period. The the Dolphins.
Pacers failed to get beyond
Sunday, Miami chopped down
midfield in the quarter as the the New York Jets 27-17 to run
Murray defense was airtight. its record to 4-0 and open a
Early in the second quarter two-game division lead in the
only early runaway among the
six NFL races.
Dallas tallied to nudge Pitts-.
burgh 17-13 and Washington;
blanked winless Philadelphia.
14-0 as the Redskins and world
champion Cowboys remained

again
and Martin still had the seven
Six plays later UTM scored point advantage.
when tailback Nate Holmes
Statistically, Murray outcarried the ball over from three played Martin in the first half.
yards out."The PAT by Randy The Racers had nine first downs
Barnes was good and Murray while Martin had six, Murray
was down 7-0 with 6:30 to play in had 187 total yards to 101 for
the half.
Martin. But the fumbles were
The offensive blocking of very costly and Martin was able
Murray began to open holes on to take advantage on one of
the next series. It took the
them which was the only difRacers 10 plays to move the ball ference on the scoreboard.
down to the 16 before a fourth
Murray began their first
and three situation forced scoring drive after receiving
Murray to go for a field goal. the kickoff to start the second
But the field goal attempt by half. Three short passes by
Dennis Myers hit the uprights Hobble plus ground gains by

Greenfield and Engel moved
the Racers to the UTM 29 yard
line.
On the first and 10 play from
the 29, Greenfield picked up a
block from Bob Marshall and
carried the ball to paydirt for
the touchdown. The PAT by
Meyers was good and with 11:03
left in the period, the two teams
were tied at seven apiece.
Martin missed a scoring
opportunity late in the quarter
after recovering a fumble on the
Murray 27. A 23 yard run by
liolmes took Martin to the
Murray four for a first and goal
situation. After Holmes picked
up one more yard, the Murray
defense nailed the Martin backs
for two consecutive losses to
take the ball back to the 11.
On a fourth and 16 from the 16,
Barnes field goal attempt went
wide to the right and Murray
match in the Astrodome at 9 took over from their own 20.
p.m., EDT.
Using a 15 yard penalty and
In other Sunday games, Buf- gains by Greenfield and Engel.
falo smashed New England 38- Murray managed to move the
14. the New York Giants mas- ball into Martin territory at the
sacred mistake-prone and win- 26. Greenfield followed with a
less New Orleans 45-21 and St. four yard gain but Murray was
Louis spilled struggling Min- assessed with a 15 yard penalty
nesota 19-17.
for clipping and the ball was
taken back to the 37.
1VItarni --qtartertraeit -Bab
On -the first play after the
Griese won a superstar show-,
Robbie fired a 37 yard
down with Joe Narnatlyof the penalty,
scoring pass to Jeff Votaw for
Jets, picking apart a wealitNe‘sthe TD. The PAT. by Meyers
Yark secondary to connection
was good and Murray had the
15 of 27 throws for 220 yards,
14-7 lead.
including a 16-yard payoff toss
Defense dominated the final
to Howard Twilley.
10 minutes of the game. Martin
Namath was bothered by a had one scoring opportunity, a
three-man Dolphin rush and an 36 yard field goal attempt by
extra defender in the secon- Barnes that failed.
dary, not to mention several
Total yardage in the game
dropped passes ..by
his found Murray with
374 while
teammates. Joe was 12 of 25
for Only 125 yards and didn't Martin picked up 174. Murray
had 18 first downs in the game
toss for a score.
compared to 13 for UTM.
Burly Larry Csonka rushed
The Saturday night the
for 102 yards and sidekick Jim Racers return to OVC cornKiick ran for two touchdowns ,petition as Middle Tennessee
for Coach Don Shula's wonder visits Cutchin Stadium for a
ganefrorn the land of the sun. 7:30 p.m. game.

Dolphins Return To Miami With
Four Gameload Winning Streak

n League
Oakland 3, Degs
Oakland 5, De-

4#

Hobble began to move the
Racers downfield. Al2 yard
pass to wide receiver Scotty
Crump took Murray down to the
Martin 27. Qn the next play
from the "I" formation, Bobbie
hit Bill Farrell for a 22 yard
gain to take the ball down to the
five. But. on a second and goal
situation from the four, the
Racers lost their second fumble
of the half.
Martin moved the ball up to
their own 40 before being forced
to punt. Mike Tepe returned the
ball to the Murray 23 but
fumbled and Martin took over

DETROIT (AP)- The Oakland A's Bert "Campy" Campaneris, focus of a near brawl in
Sunday's playoff game between
Oakland and Detroit, is "definitely out for the rest of the
Playoffs," says A's manager
Dick Williams.
Williams said early today
that Campaneris, struck on the
ankle by a pitch thrown by
Tiger pitcher Lerriri LaGrow in
the seventh inning, is returning
to Oakland "as soon as possible" for treatment of the
ankle.
The little shortstop, Who collected three hits and scored two
runs in the A's 5-0 victory,
touched off a near brawl when
he flipped his bat in LaGrow's
direction after being struck.

Players from both teams
streamed out onto the field and
Tiger manager Billy Martin
had to be restrained by three
umpires.
The bat sailed harmlessly
over LaGrow's head but both
players were ejected and
American League, President
Joe Cronin has said he will investigate the incident.
Williams said Campaneris
will be replaced by Dal Maxvill
and Oakland's -batting lineup
will be shifted but. "I'm not
sure yet exactly how I'll do it."
Williams said Campaneris accompanied the A's to Detroit
but that the swelling of his
ankle had worsened since leaving Oakland after Sunday's
game.

replacing Mississippi on the list have open dates.
In other action last Saturof longest'undefeated strings.
Auburn ended __Ole Miss' day., fourth-ranked Alabam
streak at 10 gmes with a 19-13 pounded
Georgia'
triumph only one week after Tennessee blitzed Memphis
stopping Tennessee's sli-eak at State 38-6, Florida upended
13th-ranked Florida State, Ken10 with a 10-6 victory.
McClendon said he had not tucky thumped Mississippi
yet discussed Auburn with his State 17-13 and Vanderbilt
scouts, "but just froth what trimmed Virginia 10-7,
I've read and heard, they must
In the independent ranks,
have the best defense 'in the Tulane smashed Pittsburgh 38conference and must not be 6. Louisville tripped Tampa 17making many mrnistakes."
14. Southern Mississippi nudged
The Auburn-LSU clash is one West Texas State 14-7 and Bayof three SEC games set this lor beat Miami 10-3.
week, with the winner sharing
There were three interception-.._
the conference lead with the rturns•for toucheowns in Satwinner of the Alabama-Florida urday's action-Art :Reynolds
game at Tuscaloosa.
going 96 yards for;Tennessee,
Auburn and Alabama have 3- Darryl Bishop 97 for Kentucky
0 SEC records, Florida is 1-0 and Gary Faulkner 49 for Georand ISU will
Playing its gia Tech.
Hawkins Golden's 18-yard
conference opener.
_Another highlight of Satur- field goal gave Vandy its victoday's slate is a doubleheader at ry, Haskel Stanback scored
touchdowns
for
Jackson's Memorial Stadium three
where Ole Miss tangles with Tennessee, Nat Moore tallied
Georgia in the afternoon and twice for Florida and Terry_
Mississippi State takes on Flor- -Davis scored once and threw
ida State's aerial circus to- for another for Alabama.
night. Elsewhere,.Kentucky is
Randy Walls had one
at North Carolina and Vander& touchdown and a scoring pass
ilt at William & Mary. in Auburn's victory which came
The other games involving in- when Dave Beck and Bill I,uka
ndents pair Tulane and batted down a fourth down pass
Miami in the Orange Bowl, in the end zone. Juan -Roca had
Southern Mississippi at Rich- field goals of 46 and 53 yards
mond and Southern Illinois at and Jim Benglis scored on a 23Tampa.
yard run for L,SU.
Tennessee and Georgia Tech.

• Torres Sets Five Mile Mark
Saturday As Murray Wins Meet
13y MIKE BRANDON
Ledger at Times_Sportswriter
Last spring when Murray
State's All-American Jim
Krejci graduated, most people
thought his records in cross
country and track would stand
fdr many years. But little Sam
Torres doesn't seem to think so.
Saturday morning at the
-Murray-Calloway
Country
'Club, Torres broke Krejci's five
mile record in leading the
--Racers to 25-32 win over
Western Illinois.
Torres covered the course in
25:02.0 and erased 20.1 seconds
from Krejci's‘record of last fall.
Western Illinois' Jim Wheeler

was a distant second_ with a
25:32.
--Coach Bill Cornell's Racers
grabbed the next three places
as Rod Harvey was third with a
25:37, 'Greg Fullarton fourth
with a 25:45 and Dennis Sturt
fifth with a 25;47
ex. •.
.
2
Western Illinois hacr the next
eighi men to cross the finish line
before Randy Norris came in
with a 27:20 for 14th place. Since
only the top five finishers are
counted and the two pushers are
all that can be claimed byi one
team, Norris' 14th place
posittrn cost the Racers 12
points instead of 14.
Western Illinois scoring was

totaled on two points for second,
six for sixth, seven for seventh,
eight for eighth and nine points
for ninth. Western has the next
four men in the order of finish
but only the 10th and 11th could
be used, as pushers so Murray
has 12 points added on to the one
pTit for,irst, three for third,
four for fourth and five for fifth,
for a total of 25.
Murray will he entered in the
Western Kentucky invitational
at Bowling Green Saturday. The
meet Will begin at 11 a.m. on the
six mile course. Murray is now
4-1 in dual meets, with the only
loss coming last Tuesday to SIU
at Carbondale.
.

tied at 3-1 in the National Conference Eastern Division.
Detroit and Green Bay are
deadlocked with 3-1 records in
the NFL Central. The Lions
outlasted Atlanta 26-23 and the
Packers nudged the Chicago
Bears 20-17.
The Los Angeles Rams
squashed Sea- Francisco 31.-1.1a
-snitch the NFC West top spot
from the 49ers. San Franciseo
and Atlanta are a half game
behind the•Rams.
Cincinnati broke a tie with
Cleveland in the AFC Central
by belting Denver 21-10 while
the Browns were bowing to
Kansas City 31-7.
The Chiefs needed a victory.
to retain the Western Division
lead over niuch-improved San
Diego. The Chargers nipped the
slumping _Baltimore Colts 23-20
and trail Kansas City by a half
game.
Oakland, 1-1-1, can tie San
Diego for the runnerup spot in
the American Conference West
by downing Houston, 1-2, in
tonight's nationally televised

Now, at Taylor Motors, Inc.

INTRODUCING
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH
1973
PLYMOUTH SATELLITE'7a.
BUILT TO BE SEEN. NOT
HEARD.

PAA

Extra
Care In
Engineering
Coming
Through
For You.

Moved
GREENVILLE, N:C. AP)-Pitt Memorial Hospital officials
said Sunday that East Carolina
University Athletic Director
Clarence Stasavich has been
moved from intensive care to a
regular hospital room.
The former ECU and Lenoir
Rhyne footballgoach suffered a
heart attack Wednesday, but
his condition was reported good
Sunday.

Haler
BATON ROUGE, La. AP)Ann Hollier of Opelousas, La.,
is the Louisiana Women's State
Golf Association champion for
the fourth time.
She scored an easy iiind-7
victory over Valerie Cox of
lafayette Friday to win the
44th annual toucnament for the
-second consecutive year. Her
victory came the week after
her election as president of the
state women's golf association.

Takeo terrific looking ,
mid-size car, give it a brand-new soundproofing treatment, and you've
not only got the most beautiful, but the quietest Satellite ever built

A new concept in Plymouth etonomy.
All the great features of the regular
Duster. plus new fold-down rear seat,
and sliding sun roof options

CHRYSLER
NEW YORKER '73.
The car changed.
The idea didn't.

The Chrysler heritage of great engineering
innovation lives on in the new 1973
Chrysler New Yorker

THAT'S THE JOY OF
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH.

TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc.
301 S. 4th Street

Phone 753-1372
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MYTH CHALLENGED

REMINISCE

Racism plagues
organized sport

Gathering
chestnuts
was fun

By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service

challenged.
Two of the challengers
among a growing number of
social scientists, journalists
and black athletes, are Dr.
Norman R. Yetman arid Dr.
D. Stanley Eitzen, professors
of sociology at the University
of Kansas.
In their soon-to-be-published book "Sport in America" the authors contend that
the existence of racism in collegiate and professional
sports is especially insidious
because the promoters of, and
commentators on, athletics
have made sports sacred by
projecting an image of it as
the lone institution in America
relatively untainted by
racism.
-Several aspects of the athletic world show up under
scrutiny to be racially
biased," according to the

authors. "These include recruitinent policies, the assignment of playing positions,
performance expectations
and rewards."
The study, which appeared
in excerpted form in the current issue of Civil Rights
Digest, claims one of the best
documented forms of discrimination in both the college and professional ranks is
the unequal distribution of
blacks by playing position.
This phenomenon, popularly known as "stacking," refess to cases where blacks are
relegated to specific team
roles and virtually excluded
from competing for others.
The consequence is often
that intrateam competition
for starting roles is between
members of each race —
those competing as running
backs are black while those
competing as quarterbacks
are white, for example...
Aaron Rosenblatt, in a 1967
study entitled "Blacks in
Baseball," noted that while
there were twice as many
pitchers on a baseball team as
there were outfielders, in 1965
there were three times as
many black outfielders as
- black pitchers. .
The authors draw on earlier
studies by Anthony Pascal
and Leonard Rapping of the
Rand Corp. to explain their
contention that racial segregation exists in sports by position.
Pascal-Rapping said some
organizational roles are more
"central" to the organization
than others because of their
social integration potential.
Thus, the more central a
position to the action, the
more likely it would be that
whites would be found in the
position.
Their data for 1968 was Offered as substantiating the
• hypothesis. For baseball, 83
per cent of the persOns listed
as infielders,were white. The
proportion of whites was
greatest 27 of 28, or 96 per
cent) in the position of catcher, the most ceptral position
in baseball.

She Shapes Up Show
And Loves Theater

By HELEN M, PAGE1,
Copley News Service

By JOHN J. MULLINS
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON AP) — Being
quick and clever helps get
a role in "Godspell," says
Nina Faso, who should know,
since she is director of productions of the musical in Beaton,
Washington, Los Angeles and
Paris, France.
"Basically we look for
people who are quick, clever,
can sing. dance, pantomime
well and look well, not just Cute
Miss Faso said. "America is unique in finding young
actors with those attributes."
Casting the Paris production
took a long time, she elaborated, because "French actors
'don't have a musical comedy'
background." Their stage background is in straight drama or
opera.
The Paris production is in
French, and Miss Faso, who
speaks French and Italian in
addition to English, spent two
months there adapting the show
with a bilingual translator.
In between such new productions, Miss Faso, who is 23,
returns to the ones she opened
earlier to see how they are
going. The idea is to "make
sure the show hasn't gotten out
of shape," she said. Her usual
method is to "drop in on a
performance and call a rehearsal for the next day" at
which she talks to the staff
-Usually I try to stay for three
performances." he said.

Another one apt to drop in on
a performance is the creator of
the show and the director of the
original production in New
York, John-Michael Tebelak.
As for differences in the original Tebelak-directed show and
productions she directed, Miss
Faso said, "The concept of directing in New York Tebelak's) is right.
She said, "You don't change
the concept. It is there for all
time."
Where the .productions differ
is in the different actors, she
pointed out.

There was a time, long ago,
when October was important
to both children and squirrels,
and for the same reason. That
was the month what) nuts
were ripe. And the best of
them all were the chestnuts.
Chestnut trifles, of course,
have been gone for many
COOPERATIVE MONTH PROCLAIMED- Gov, Wendell
years, all of them killed by the
Ford called for an increase in the standard of rural living
blight which swept the coun"So much of the show is imhe proclaimed October "Cooperative Month' at a
as
try in the early part of the
provisation, that productions or
governor
With
the
in
Frankfort.
kickoff
breakfast
recent
century. But at one time they
staging to an extent depend on
from right are: Col. Harlan Sanders; Louis B. Strong,
were common and groves of
who is selected for the cast."
them grew everywhere.
president of the Kentucky Council of Cooperatives; and
Miss Faso met Tebelak while
They were big spreading
Mrs. Ford. The month's theme is "Cooperatives Serve."
both were students at Carnegietrees whose foliage turned a
Mellon University in Pitts(Ray Krause Photo)
golden yellow in the fall, and
burgh. Tebelak began working
their timber was valued for
on "Godspell" as a master's
many purposes. But who
thesis at the university.
cared about timber when, the
She acted in his shows at a
morning after the first heavy
summer repertory camp in
frost, every boy in the neighOhio, and after graduating with
borhood came rushing in with
honors, she worked with a satithe thrilling announcement:
rical-improvisational group in
"Chestnuts are ripe!"
San Francisco, and three
This was the signal for immonths before the May, 1971,,
The West Kentucky Rural community income.
promptu nutting parties
opening of "Godspell" in New
Electric Cooperative, along
West
Kentucky
Rural
among young people, and .
York, she joined Tebelak there
with cooperative organizations Electric
Cooperative,
to help with the original proeven the older folks often went
duction.
along. Thera was no waiting of all types inthe United States, organized in 1938, presently
'I stayed with 'Godspell' bearound to plan elaborate af- is planning special observances serves more than 21,000
cause I love the show," she
fairs,for the squirrels were as during October, which has been members in Graves, Calloway,
said, adding that she also likes
fond of chestnuts as the hu- designated Cooperative Month Carlisle and Marshall counties
the pound because there it-n0
the producers, and "I can't
,by providing them with low-cost
mans were, and they had the for 1972.
- By JEAN SHARP
waste "
complain about the money' "
"Our nationaItheme this year TVA electrical power.
big
advantage
of
being
on
the
TORONTO I AP i — . II
Miss Stang says it pays to
is 'Cooperatives Serve,'_!%Tohn
scene at all times.
you'd like to save money know prices se that you know
Last year, the cooperatives
Edd Walker, West Kentucky
The
frost
was
necessary
to
food shopping, leave the when a special really is a spesales increased by more than
RECC general manager, exgive the chestnuts the finest
3'7-million kilowatt hours,
children at home and eat before cial, and even then, buy careplained. "Cooperatives are
flavor, but it also served
fully
you go,
another purpose. The nuts owned by their users—they're according to Walker, who also
Jady Stang offers the sugnoted the average use of
grew inside a spiny prickly
people working together to meet
"Buy what you need. If you
gestions as short-term ways to
electricty by each member is
burr
which
was
anything
but
can't
store
shared
food
needs.properly
or
eat
help you resist expensive im_
about 16,000 kwh yearly.
pleasant to handle, and the
it fast enough, a special might
Throughout October
pulse buys.
not
frost
be
special
for
usually
split
you
the burr
cooperatives across the nation
This year's sales are ex"All the things that appeal to
Learn enough about meats
open so that it was possible to
children are at their eye level,
will be holding special events, pected to reflect even more
get at the satiny brown nut
and it's hard to tell a little and produce to know what
providing information to the growth, Walker commented.
without injuring your fingers.
fellow he can't have,some ce- you're buying and how to use it,
news media, and conducting
and
consider
how
it's
presented
However,
sometimes the
The total gross value of West
real he wants.
other activities to graphically
burrs didn't open, and the
On a longer-range basis. she to you
RECC's
plant
tell how cooperatives serve Kentucky
"Look
at
potatoes
wrapped
pertenced hunter of nuts top suggests looking at your shoppresently stands at more than
''`Iheir
members
and
their
along heavy leather glovea.to
ping habits Miss Stang is direc- in a plastic bag or you might
$15 million, Walker noted. The
communities.
protect his hands; and a =ill
tor of consumer interests for find when you get them home
most recent addition is a new
•
Walker
noted
that
that
you
have
green
potatoes.
the
burrs
splitting
hatchet for
'the Ontario Food Council. a
substation in Calloway County
'Cooperatives
Serire'
in
the
-marketing arm of the provin- Plastic bags let the light in you
which Sack Frost missed. For
constructed, because of an infollowing ways:
cial department of agriculture.
chestnuts. like a great many
ma_y be better witha paper bag.
crease in power demand.
—By
placing
priority
on
"People are very price conlife,
were
other good things in
"When you buy foil-wrapped
people.
.scious , but sometimes they potatoes. you're paying 10
sometimes pretty hard to get
.—By giving user-owners a
don't look at the quality they're
at. but were well worth the eftimes as much as you pay when
Owner-occupied homes
getting
,
fort once yon reached them. basineas grip.
you buy a bag of baking poCHICAGO 11.1111—The
il For instance, one store may
By creating needed rural
Then.Too, yotrneeded a long
tatoes. And foil is a bad thing to
United States,. Savings and
gaffer steaks at a lower price
ership.
in, you can get
pole to -knock -the nuts from
Loan League reports that 62.9
'than another but the lower- store potatoes
—By working, for the best
the branches, and baskets for
In professional football, the
per cent of U.S. homes are
priced Ones may not match the black mt inside because of the
interests of a large number of owner-occupied. A breakdown
carrying them home. For you
positions most central to the
.24.44rea.
• tilfiars in aging or .good trirrrx-4-- 014
'It's not alwaye trite that the t Offensive unit (center, guards
• shows the North Central region
gathered .chestnuts - by -the. 41e0124.nnng.
cheaper
basketful in those days and no
—By providing jobs in rural has 68 per cent homeand quarterback) were 96 per
' ''Fruits and vegetables can larger the size the
Main -at 7th St. Murray, Ky. Phone 153-7921
something is per unit. It deone dreamed that they would
cent white in 1968.
communities and other areas. ownership; West, 59, and
be expensive at certain times of
Northealit,
57.6
per
cent.
pends partly on what is the
6.0/00.0030/0404.4114"/M/MDCO•40114.11
soon disappear forever.
—By increasing member and
the year: we're all tempted by
The authors of the study
most popular unit Sometimes
What fun it was to go
,out-of-season, imported proown
analysis
conducted their
it's cheaper to buy the smaller
scrambling through the dry
duce. Again. it's very imporof the 1971 National Football
size of instant coffee, because
leaves which . covered the
tant that you get quality for the
more people do so
League rosters and say that
ground so thickly, and search
;money. 'Sometimes a local
"Most people don't really
the strong relationship beout the dehcous nuts, while
,
istore or a roadside stand can
read instructions or labels untween role centrality and rare
e't
the squirrels raced up and
give you better quality than a less something goes wrong
has persisted.
chattered
the
trees
and
down
frozen
dinrket
on
superma
Read the labels
"We found," Yetrnanangrily at this intrusion of
• ''Be familiar with when local ners, for instance, because they
e
Eitzen wrote, "that the greatwhat they obviously con;produce comes on the market" list ingredients in order ,of
er the number of players in
sidered their own private ter;There are times when canned quantity You canaget a fair
the leegue The higher ProP0rrltl)ry But there were plenty
kw frozen fruits and vegetables idea of how much meat is in it
bon of white players in .cenof nuts for everyone so that
f can be a better buy than fresh and how much you're paying
tral positions.," _
__a_stairsn_ans and squirrels alike.
'produce.
for it
"People sometimes make
But she says some cake
They found that among I managed to get theff-SKare.
Very often nutting parties
f price comparisons that really mixes make a cheaper cake
those players in the NFL one
i aren't accurate. For instance, than you can make starting
spent
the whole day in the
to three years. 82 per cent I
, people look at the price per from scratch, and frozen
woods and took along a picnic
were
white;
four
to
six
years,
s_
pound of food rather than price french fries can be cheaper
So-what's new? News from China,
90 per rent white; seven to - lunch. An old moss-covered
. per serving. A roast might have than home-made when you conlog made an ideal place to sit
Russia,
Vietnam, the Moon and Mars. Is
nine
years,
96
per
cent
white
; a ten-cents-a-pound difference sider the cost of cooking oil.
and eat sandwiches and hardin central positions.
"To be a good shopper today,
that
all
there
is? While news from far-off
; between bone in and bone out,
boiled eggs and cake. And it
/
P but the bone out could be less' you have to take it seriously
was so peaceful there inathe
SALT TALK
places seems to dominate the headlines,life
.expensive per serving because because there are. so many
woods, with the sun shihing
The Suwannee River has a
products available and so many
goes
on and things happen right here in
you use more of it.
through the trees and now and
"If you buy frozen fillets of sizes It takes ability and some salt concentration of .150 parts
then a yellow leaf drifting
town, in your own neighborper
thousand
fish. you get four servings to skill as a cook."
down, while a saucy bluejay
hood,that are of fay
occasionally spoke his mind
greater
concern to you.
about something. But finally
the air began to grow cool and
In this day of miracles, nothing
it was time to go home:
has replaced the newspaper for
It was fun gathering the
keeping y4rou informed of what's
nuts, but it was More fun eating* them. Sometimes they
happening around town:
were eaten raw just as they
weddings,engagements, births,
came Worn the shells, or they
might be boiled or roasted in
deaths, church news,school
the oven. Quite often the
news,
police
news,
so'Cial
evente.
Thanksgiving turkey was
Where else do you get local sport-news?
stuffed with chestnut dressing
and darOsated with roasted
Who helps fill quotas during fund drives,
nuts.
proniotes
safety, fights pollution, and backs
Hut if your house happened
to have a fireplace, then you
every cause whose aim is to make this a
could enjoy chestnuts at their
better place in which to live? Your
best. For nothing else gave'
TOSS'EMS
them quite the delicate flavor
newspaper, with all its services and features
TOSS'EMS
that they acquired when they
is
perhaps the greatest single force for
DISPOSABLE
were roastaii in the ashes of
DISPOSABLE
service to the public and the community.
an _open fire.
The whole family 'gathered
Helene Curtis
Our goal is to make it continue to fill every
around the fireplace, and with
possible need in a bigger and better way in
only the flickering flames to
light .the room, enjoyed such a
the
future. This is your newspaper .
Regular, Hard to
feastas no one will ever know
a
miracle
on your doorstep.
again.
Hold, Unscen!cd
WASHINGTON — One of
the most cherished myths in
modern American life is the
idea that organized sport has
escaped the pervasive effects
of racism.
The myth started in 1947
when Jackie Robinson broke
the color line in the national
pastime of baseball. It was
fueled by the prominence of
superstars like Willie Mays,
Wilt Chamberlain and Jim
, Brown.
Collegiate and professional
} athletics, according to the
f myth, have provided an ayerate of mobility for blacks unavailable elsewhere in American society and have -done
something" for black Americans.
Lately, the myth has been

Quality Saves
1$$ At Store

WKRECC Observes
Cooperative Month

We Want Your
Home Loan

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch

AL

Miracle at
your doorstep

SPRAT NET

13-oz.

2P1,00

NURSER
SHELLS

BOTTLES

80;

516 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
Hours: 8:00 to 5:30
YOUR KEY

ALUE

Except Friday - 8:001:00

AZT

For home use, a new line of
adhes'ves designed to eliminate
the dangers of flash fire and
ghre-sniffing. Called the Home
Safe Menders, they include a
contact cement for household
repairs, a touch-n-glue adhesi‘,
for bonding differing materials,
a metal mender, wood filler,
tuh-n-tile for V% atorproof
(•aulking, a white glue and a 4.
minute epoxy glue. (Weldwood, 2301 Superior Ave..
Kalamazoo, Mich. 4903.1
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Cooperatives are people in business to serve people. They're
good business—but with a difference:
They are people—all kinds of people who work together
to do what one cannot do alone. People together can.: and do, meet just
marketing, getting farm supplies,
about-any-sort-of need imaginable .
electric and telephone service, credit, insyran-a-e, houtifig,11-e-alth-care, and
on. . . with efficiency, economy, and warm understanding. .
Today's: user-owned cooperatives—whether Marketing, purchasing, or service—fit into the contemporary scene like hand in glove.
People in cooperatives are nolepeople, actively participating
in programs for community development, improving the environment, and
bettering the quality of life for everyone, everywhere.
Cooperatives serve—by placing priority on people, making
them a vigorous part of the American business system. •
That's the big PLUS.

OCTOBER IS CO-OP MONTH

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
M urray-Mayfield
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Laundry Week Sale
Murray Appliance and General Electric
Proclaim the Week of October 9
LAUNDRY WEEK IN MURRAY!!

PICK A PAIR AND SAVE!
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Egypt wants to be
major oil producer
By JEANNE KUEBLER
Copley News Service
CAIRO — Egypt hopes soon
to join one of the most exclusive clubs in the world —
that of major oil-producing
countries.
And the pragmatic officials
at the Egyptian General
Petroleum Corp. (EGPCI,
with only a polite nod to the
political slogans of antiimperialism and socialism,
openly declare they are "very
interested" in getting foreign
capitalists involved in
developing Egypt's oil
resources.
Exploratory drilling began
here as early as 1898, and
experts insist 26 oil and
.natur.al. gas_fields .have begn
charted
with
proved
recoverable reserves of 390
million tons of oil 2.5 billion
barrels) and 100 million cubic
meters of gas (3.5 trillion
cubic feet).
Current major producing
areas lie in the Gulf of Suez
and the desert area west of
Alexandria.
Though Egypt lost many of
its most productive wells in
1967, when Israel took over

the Sinai . peninsula, output
has more than doubled in the
last five years.
Daily production totals
250,000 barrels of oil. In annual terms, production has
risen from 7 million tons in
1966-67 14.9 million tons from
Sinai wells I to 16.4 million
tons in 1971.
But , the hopeful and
business like engineer.
executives at EGPC believe.,
this is only a starter. The new _
10-year economic plan calls
for output to quadruple by
1983, making Egypt a large
exporter of "black gold."
"We consider the Western
Desert still virgin territory"
for exploitation, said EGPC's
general manager, Hassan El
_Dewy, in an interview.
Only aboiif a fairth of the
WesternDesert,a vast area of
400,000 square kilometers
including
the
offshore
Mediterranean coast, is
covered by current concessions.
The rest is not only open
territory available to the first
corners, but it is far from the
scene of any possible renewed
conflict with Israel.
And it is in this huge desert

region that kf Dewy and his
which has concessions in the
colleagues are trying to inWestern Desert, Gulf of Suez
terest foreign companies.
and Nile basin, and Phillips
-We haven't begun to fully
Petroleum, which operates in
explore the area," EGPC's
the Western Desert.
chief said, adding that four
Amoco's Razzak field in the
commercial oil fields have,. desert was just put on a
been discovered in the area
commercial basis, after oil
since concessionaires moved
was struck in four wells.
in some nine years ago:
Foreign companies who
Nice to know
NEW YORK 11,P1I—A
want to undertake exploration
food and, Drug Administration
sign participation agreements
FDA order that went into effect
which call for 50-50 shares for
in August bans a chemical
the foreign company and
preservative used in some
EGPC.
wines, beers and
nonThe agreements are Valid
carbonated soft drinks.
for up to 30 years and can be
The chemical, diethyl
extended another 10 year's.
pyrocarbonate IDEPCI, is
suspected of producing a
The
foreign
partner
cancer-eafising substance. The
provides all operating capital
recent evidence: that' DEPC
until the discovery of oil (or
can combine with ammonia in
_naturalgas).After produciton
-bevermes to produce urethan,
reaches a "commercial" -the cancei:eitusing
has yet to be proved that
level, a new agreement on
urethan is produced in any
production sharing — which
product being sold, according
allocates royalties of 12 to 20
to a report on this development
per cent to EGPC along with
in "Consumer News." That
its 50 per cent tax share — is
newsletter is put out by Mrs.
drawn up.
Virginia H. Knauer, the
president's adviser on conSeveral foreign companies
sumer affairs.
operate in Egypt, including
two American giants, the
Brush your ling regularly to
American Oil Co. (a subreduce the sherkling debris on
sidiary of Standard Oil),
furniture.

COMING SOON
MEN'S SHOES at

DISCOUNT PRICES

"Priced Right" Dryer, Features
Permanent Press with
Cool-down Cycle
"Big & Tough" GE 18-Lb. Washer
with Filter-Flop Wash Action
• Up to 18-lb. capacity
• Filter-Re washing system
• Heavy-duty 1/2-hp GE motor
• Bleach dispenser

END HAND WASHING FOREVER!!

Big Capacity Washer
Features . . .
•Heavy Duty /
1
2 h.p. GE Motor
•Mini-Basket •Only 5 Gal. Water
•Bleach Dispenser

Completely Automatic
No Guess Work

* Easy Terms
* Good Service

yr First Quality
vf Name Brands
SAVE from $600 to $1 1°° pair
/
2 to 14, A to EEE4
Sizes 61

JIM'S SHOE OUTLET

* Free Installation
* Bank Rates

SALE
ENDS
OCT. 14th

MURRAY APPLIANCE CO

Soutliside_Shopping Center
\\%%%%%%%%%%%%%\%%%%%% \\\\\
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By EDWARD NE1LAN
Copley News Service
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WASHINGTON — Partially
restored ghost towns are becoming fashionable as havens
for a particular breed of second-home dwellers.
So far there is no great rush
to the deserted — and, according to some, haunted —
communities. But the curiosity factor and the desire to get
away from it all are luring a
sizable number of artists, historians and history buffs, and
a few investors.
Durand A. Holladay, managing trustee of a Bostonbased investment firm, is a
fan of the ghost town syndrome himself and privately
hopes it won't become too
popular.
"If there's a big rush to
these deserted communities,"
he said, "they won't be ghost
towns at all anymore; they'll
be boom towns."
Holladay spends some of his
spare time researching ghost
towns and his path has
crossed that of others who
have bought home sites in deserted towns. Holladay de- scribes most of them as "families who want to turn back the
clock to a less hectic lifestyle." Some people, he said,
go to these towns to retire.
"There are more than 1,840
ghost towns in this country,"
said Holladay. "They range
from the abandoned silver
mining towns of the Rockies
to once-famous eastern spas
-and southern sawmill canmunines. A handful have already become tourist attractions but many are still unmarked, unnoticed and —
some people think — unrivaled as locales for leisure
living.Holladay says his firm —
Continental Mortgage Investors — is not in the business of
offering ghost town plots to.
the public — at least not yet.
But he admits it may not be a
bad idea.
"In a ghost town, or deserted village, the artist finds
the land as it was years ago.
He might want to paint it on
canvas," Holladay said.
He said an archaeologist
camps out in once-busy areas
to look for artifacts. These
need not be ancient pieces.
Some gather utensils used
during the era of building the
first railroad across the country.
- '-'111e point is," said Holla...:7-dx(y, "that some of these people find these' old areas to
. their liking and buy an old
house there at very low cost."
He said eventually a group
of these people — artists, historians, businessmen -- gets
together and breathes some
new life into the deserted
community.
"It's happening right now in
several places," he said.
"Perhaps a village might
grow on the site of your favorite ghost town -- no longer dependent on some long-closed
mine or factory — supported
by the affluent metropolitan
families who want to get away
• from the hubbub of the big
.. city.
Some restored ghost towns
have become major tourist
attractions as well as centers
of culture — such as Central
City in Colorado, with its fa...
Mous opera house.
Holladay, who is doing research in Washington on the
historical aspects of some
eastern and southern ghost
towns, said hardly anyone believes in ghosts anymore.
"Bat," he says, "there are
sure to be some wild yarns
spun before the fireplaces of
leisure homes that are going
up in inany of these old towns.
One may even imagine Davey
Crockett peering through the
window on a .- foggy spring
. night, bewildered by the television set in the lobby of the
old Longhorn Hotel and
saloon."
Holladay .expects the current sales boom in remote
wilderness land for second
homes will give way sometime soon to more discriminating sales.
:.'Ghost towns, or deserted
• communities, could be the
next big real estate item," he
said. "But, the market will be
limited to people who are not
afraid of ghosts "
At full speed, .a thoroughbred
horse can go a,s fast as 40 miles
an hour carrying 125 pounds or
more on his back.
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Prices Good Mon., Tues., Wed., October 9, 10 & 11

LADIES NYLON

LADIES QUILTED

KNIT TOPS
354

DUSTERS

Skinny rib tops of 100% nylon
to beautify any body!
Assorted styles in navy, burgundy, white, black, coffee,
purple or orange Sizes 5M-L.
COMPARE AT 4.99

I

LADIES POLYESTER

SHI33
RTS

AT 4.99

MENS

COMPARE

AT 6.99 •
Fantastic fall shirts of
100% polyester. Long and,
short sleeve styles to
enhance any wardrobe..
Groovy styles and colors
Sizes 32 to 38.

LADIES
POLYESTER

A marvelous selection of dusters
designed for comfort
and for relaxing.
Nylon quilted in
royal or red. Sizes SM-L ond sizes 10 to
18.

COSSACK COAT
33
COMPARE
AT 12.99
Stay warm in this coat of corduroy. Zip out quilt lined
body. Sizes S-M -L-XL in
bronze or olive.

PANTS
33

COMPARE

BOYS SIZES 3-7

88

COMPARE
AT 7.99

COMPARE
AT 7.99

Wallpaper or herringbone pattern
pull-ons in brown, black, red or
purple. 100% polyester with
—
neat stitched creose front. 10-18.-

Laminated quote corduroy jackets with 3-way zip off hood.
Bulk knit collar with button top
and stripo4ront. Two pocCnts in
blue and-4mm.

Tee

45" WIDE

CHALLIS
ELECTRIC

MATERIAL
•100% Orlon Acrylic

Compare at
83.66

CORN
POPPER

•Floral Designs

$197 yd

Big K Regular
$2 77

ar.

BOXER LONGIES

A•

'ftmonw.

100%

97

COMPARE
AT 1.99
orilog_hoxor trousors of
pin wale criiaiiroi-firTri
lined. Brown, huerry, green
or charcoal.

DOUBLE KNIT

REG. 3.97
LIMIT ONE

OVER 3-QT. CAPACITY

BOYS SIZES 4-7

MATERIAL

FOOTBALL SET

Caomixtre_pt '4.88
Big K Reg.
Price '3.47

WITH TEE
AND PUMP

261

97

25% OFF $

COMPARE AT 4.99

yd

111

Officiol size and weight.

Only $1288

SCOPE
MOUTHWASH
AND
GARGLE
LIMIT ONE

LAY-A-WAY

INCH

AYDS REDUCING CANDY

Reg. $1.66
24-oz. size

WIT 14
VITAMINS
AND
MINERALS

rr

LIMIT ONE

7x30cf BINOCULA

LOVES

88

COMPARE

POOL
TABLE

NOW FOR *,:`•
CHRISTMAS

1

,e42

COMPARE
AT 19:99

COMPARE
AT 7.C9

AT 2.1.2$
Quality made Korea, prism
binoculars with coated
optic's.

VACUUM CLEANER

00
REG. 77'

To fit most popular vacuums

••
Don't Wait

BAGS
RURAL

MAILBOX
REG. 2466
All metal, in
regulation
the

811
LIMIT ONE

The game that .is fun for
everyone. Includes everything
you need-ter-play including
cues and balls

MENS QUILTED NYLON

Teach your kid to box
the right way.

3Foil
J

BIG K
REG. 2.1111

BOXING

00

VASELINE
INTENSIVE
CARE

99

JACKET

Too Late!!
Use Our
Lay-Away)

"Sr

533
COMPARE
AT
8.00

No-Extra Charge!

vwS.

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sundays

Bel Air Shopping Center
*Acres of Free Parking! we Reserve The

Right To Limit Quantities

your

753-87
" BANKAMERICARO
welcome
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Opposing Sides Square Off For
Round Two Of Pipeline Battles

New Tree Stand Regulations
In Effect In Lakeland Area
TVA has issued a reminder to
all sportsmen who plan to hunt
in Land Between the Lakes this
fall that there are definite
restrictions against building
any type permanent tree stands
or steps within the area. Land
Between the Lakes is TVA's big
outdoor recreation area in west
Kentucky and Tennessee which
is considered one of the top deer
hunting areas on the Midwest.
In pointing out that the tree
stand regulations are not meant
to restrict hunting, Bob Howes,
director of Land Between th
Lakes, emphasized that TVA
announced the new policy after
holding a public meeting with
bow hunters and other sportsmen from throughout Kentucky and Tennessee. The new
tree stand regulations which
went into effect January 1 of
this year not only minimize
environmental and aesthetic
damage to the trees in the area
but help to insure the future of
hunting in Land Between the
Lakes as well," Howes said.
permanent type
Although
stands are prohibited in the
area, sportsmen are welcome to
use a wide range of portable
stands that are now available at
many sporting goods companies. The tree stand
regulations which are posted
and available for distribution at
all information points in Land
Between th Lakes are as
follows:
No Construction, repair, or
improvement of permanent tree
stands and permanent-type
steps is perinitted.
Hunters may use existing
permanent stands and steps
during the 1972 hunting season,
but no repair. addition, or
improvement is permitted.
Removable screw-in stelis. that
,are installed by hand without
the aid of tools and tree (pole).climbers may also be used in
- 1972 only.
In 1973 and following years all
use of permanent stands and
climbing devices that damage'
trees ari114 be prohibited; no
nails, spike* tree ( pole) din-

bers, screw-in devices, or wire
will be sued for attaching stands
or for climbing trees.
Portable stands and climbing

Musicians
Needed By
Army Band

devices that do not injure the
tree are legal, but they must be
moved following a hunting
season or portion of a split
hunting season.
Portable stands may be
chained, belted, clamped, or
tied with rope. They may have
small stabilization spikes or
blades for aid in adhering to the
trees.
Climbing blocks or other
steps attached with cord, belt,
or chain are permitted. Ladders
or other removable devices that
do not injure the tree may also
be used.
Portable stands and steps
may be placed on trees no more
than two 21 weeks prior to the
hunting season, and must be
removed within one ( 1) week
following a hunting season or
portion of a split season.
All portable stands must
display the name, address, and
phone number of the owner.
Violation of these regulations
may result in a citation and-or
revocation of your Land Between the Lakes hunting permit.

By Sgt. Jerry Work
The "Band of Choice''
enlistment option guarantees a
minimum of fourteen months
with the 101st Airborne Division
Airmobile) Band, at Fort
Campbell, Ky., provided the
indivisual has met all the
necessary prerequisites and has
successfully completed Basic
Training. He need not be airborne to be in the "Screaming
Eagle" Dvision Band.
All applicants must also meet
the
bandsman
technical
proficiency requirements
prescribed by the Army, and
must be auditioned by an Active
Army
Bandmaster from
whdm a letter of recommendation is required. At the
time of aorlition, the ealistee
will be informed, based on his
audition
score, of any
requirement for him to undergo
Advanced Bandsman Training
at the Army School of Music.
If he is not required to take
advanced training, he will
report directly to the 101st
Airborne Division ( Airmobile)
after completion of
Basic
Training. A letter of acceptance
must be presented at the time
applicant is to enlist.
The 101st Airborne Division
(Airmobile ) Band needs highly
qualified young men
:of
America to fill the following
non-combat arms vacanCies:
baritone euphhnium player,
basson player, clarinet player,
cornet-trumpeter, flute-pfccolo
player,french horn player, oboe
player, percussion player,
pianist, sax player, trombone
player, tuba player.
For more information of the
Band Enlistment Option,
contact
your
Army
Representative Sergeant Jerry
Work, Mayfield Shopping
Plaza,,or call 247-45251 Collect)
for an appointment.
— —

Male says:
females
work more

By STAN BENJAMIN ..
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Federal lawyers and private environment groups squared off
today for Round 2 of their running fight over the proposed
trans-Alaska oil pipeline, with a
hearing in the U.S. Court of Appeals.
The environment groups lost
the first round of their battle to
block the project when a federal district judge dissolved an
injunction against the pipeline
last Aug. 15, 28 months after he
issued it.
Judge George L. Hart Jr.
ruled that the Interior Department had, at last, completed
the environmental-impact study
required by national law, and
met other legal requirements,
and was free to issue permits
for the pipeline's construction.
Opponents of the, pipeline—
the Wilderness Society, Environmental 'Defense Fund, and
Friends of the Earth—carried
their case to the U.S. Court of
Appeals. But it appears virtually certain the fight will be settled by the Supreme Court.
The appellate court agreed to
expedite the case and granted a
federal government request for
a hearing before all nine appeals judges instead of the
usual three-judge panel.
At stake is the fate of a $2.5billion project, often described
as the largest private-investment undertaking in history: construction by seven oil
companies of a pipeline, four
feet in diameter and 800 miles
long, across some of the
world's most difficult-terrain.
The pipeline would carry hot
oil from Alaska's Arctic shores
southward across permanently
frozen land, forbidding mountain ranges and a highly active
earthquake belt, to a tanker
port on the state's southern
coast.
Opponents, fearing environmental damage from the project, brought one of the first
lawsuits under the 1970 National Environmental Policy Act to
halt; the project, at least until

KANSAS CITY. Mo.(UPI I
— The president of a financial
company says that the female
half of a working couple tends
to work six more hours a week
than her mate.
STRETCH-- Giraffe at Chicago could be stretching
"Women average 71.4 hours
neck for look around Lincoln Park Zoo for usual somea week working, while men
thing to - munch. Or lust savuting fall sunshine. Either
average 66.5 hours," says
way it's _an .odd view for camera.
William A. Reasoner. president
of Waddell & Reed Inc., a
Kansas City-based national
financial services company.
recent
Reasoner cited
surveys which show that men
average 1.6 hours a day in
household tasks, mainly repair
work and lawn chores, while
working women put in five
hours a day at home.
"Working couples are in fact
sharing responsibilities in the
home to a greater degree,"
Reasoner said. The figure of
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Here But for free public libraries,
1.6 hours a day for men "is up are five ways to "lose" your there are rib grades to hold up.
considerably as the trend
toward togetherness con- overdue library book. You can
tinues."
• - let it burn up along with your •
Women are demanding a house,iloSe it in a flood, let your
greater share of the policy- dog eat it,. let your child eat it,
WY DIRECT•20 DAYS fart TRIM.is* Ai*
S.,110.44-41.4,
making around the house, or drop it: in a creek.
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on horses until your horse foals,
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with your own books, or, if
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Overdue books add up to
11
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money
too, and officials at the
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Library Department say it
Iii ,f
takes the greater part on one
14,0,"
*4
clerk's time to send out overdue.
lik•
notices.
Only a few libraries are small
enough to actually go out and,
get books back from patrons oil
a personal basis. Most depend,
,
to a large extent,, on the good
a,dvertised in VOGUE
BAZAAR,
As
faith and responsibility of the
GLAMOUR,HARPER'S
borrower.
ESQUIRE,
MADEMOISELLE,
Some have more good faith
ILLUSTRATED.
than others.
SPORTS
A waitress in Grand Island,
and
Neb.founga book on a table she
was cleaning and mailed it back
to the library it-cant froin—in
to 8:30 p.m.
Kentucky.
A book Came back to the
-OWensboro library from the
Buy a golden fried fish &
airport in Kansas City, Mo.
chips dinner and get the
Officials estimate that about
one-fifth of the books a library
second order
eireulates come back late: Most
tend fi57be u`ver-due an average
Buy a golden fried fish &
of :4 little over five days.'
At ledst smite of the time; this
chips 4inner and get the
keeps people from getting the
second order
books they want, when they
want them.Public school 'and college
libraries can apply a, little
and any Wee Matey accompanied by an
coercion to get books back, such .
FREE PIRATE HAT
as holding a student's grades:

HEARING AIDS
50° 0 OFF

It.

,,

1 1

Off Library Shelves

the Interior Department studied
its impact.
Hart granted an injunction
blocking the project until the
impact statement—in nine volumes and more than 3,000
pages—was published last
March.
Since then, the environment
groups have continued their opposition on two main arguments: that the impact statement was inadequate, and that
the proposed federal permits
would violate legal right-of-way
limitations.
Environmentalists
have
called for rerouting the pipeline

/irkI

AFTER 4:30 in the afternoon

FREE
FREE

BOONE'S
Laundry'&

South 12th Street
across from the
...Bel Air Shopping Center
in Murray,

All of today's North Amencan thoroughbred are descendants of three horses
brought from England toward
the end of the 17th century and
the beginning of the 18th century,

eaners

Available At All Boone's 6
Convenient Locations

through Canada which would
avoid the earthquake regions as
well as the hazards of oil spills
at sea or in port.
A good yellow streak
WPIl—Not
CHICAGO
enough people see red.
That's the reason one major
manufacturer of fire trucks is
now turning out highly visible
lime-yellow
ones.
Ward
LaFrance Truck Corp. started
painting fire engines limeyellow after 'scientific tests
showed the color is more visible
day or night than the
traditional red. The National
Safety Council reports this
break from the accepted red.

you're puzzled as to what
to give for a gift ...
CALL US!
We've got the answer . •
a year's subscription is
perfect for any gift giving
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Civil Servants
In New Zealand
Are Well Paid
By NEALE McMILLAN
WELLINGTON, N.Z. (AP)

New Zealand is a Utopia
for the civil servants who
—
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By RAY McHUGH
Copley News Service

WASHINGTON — Where
comprise almost 20 per cent of has all the excitement gone —
the nation's work force A royal the fervor, the roaring rallies
commission investigation has and the stirring
oratory?
shown they are tar better off
It may still come in the
than workers in comparable autumn-tinted
days this
jobs in private industry
month, but the 1972 race for
Although government salathe White House is beginning
ries are supposedly tied to rates 'to look
like a "noncampaign."
paid by private enterprise, the
It's almost as if candidates
royal commission found that
and
voters
alike
are
the average civil service pay
packet in the past three years exhausted by a decade of
has improved 13.7 per cent on political tumult.
Even
the
strange
private wage rates.
The commission denied any -Watergate caper" in which
suggestion that public servants seven men have been indicted
for
trying
to
install
have merely been catching up.
Successive governments, in eavesdropping devices in
attempting to prove themselves Democratic National Comgood employers, have pam- mittee headquarters
pered staff to the point where 5 somehow seems to intrigue
per cent of state employes re- newsmen more than the voter
ceive more in salary then the in the street.
$9.600 paid in salary and basic
The incumbent sends out his
allowances to Members of Par- "surrogates" who jet in and
liament.
out of airports across the
With a salary of $22.848 country like so many business
Prime Minist-er John R
consultants, reading carefully
Marshall is the only member of prepared reports and stirring
the cabinet drawing more than only occasional national athis departmental head — and tention.
then by a mere $1,810.
The challenger flies from a
Ministerial press officers in
factory in Seattle to a
some cases receive 25 per cent
supermarket in Dallas to a
more than a top newspaper rerock festival in Minneapolis.
porter.
Public service advantages in- but it's only when he appearsclude equal pay for women, alongside Sen. Edward
whtich the government is 'only Kennedy, the man who
-pow 'extending to the private refused to be a candidate, that
the faithful or the curious
sector over a four-year period
And when civil servants are begin to gather in sizable
compulsorily retired after 40 numbers.
The men around Sen.
years, their retirement penMcGovern
sions are adjusted annually to George
are
compensate for rising living waiting for a chance to pounce
costs.
when Richard Nixon steps out
Responding to taxpayer pres- of the oval office of the
sure, the government is setting presidency and commits
up a pay research unit to gauge himself to the campaign. With
wage trends .more accurately
their candidate -24 points
It is expected also to implement behind in both the Gallup and
the royal commission's recom- Harris polls, their hopes
mendation to restore wage rel- center more and more on a
ativity with other workers by Nixon mistake.
tapering down future state salaThe surrogates' speeches
rr
hardly constitute a legitimate
target
McGovern.
for
Republicans would like
nothing better than to trap the
Democratic
presidential
candidate into a lengthy
A giant Jersey cabbage 7 feet
..siebate with a Nixon,stand-in.
2 inches high recently won $50
The surrogates' all-toofor Graham Wright, an engineering worker, against com- familiar speech texts flutter
petition from over 500 British into Washington newsrooms
like January snowflakes and
growers.
cool itton was-held, in the pabulum prose is about as
Wright's home village of Os- pensha .
They praise President
bourny by Mike Richardson, a
market gardener, who has re- Nixon the peacemaker,
introduced cabbage to , the defend his Vietnam policy,
reiterate his opposition to
mainland
busing, point to the improving
Fifty-three young persons
economy, poke at McGovern's
dropped out of high school in
inconsistencies and recite the
New York state between 1967
latest Teletype accounts of
and 1970. Nearly half of Dr.
Henry
Kissinger's
them —25,000— were from
travels.
minority groups.
It's not exciting fare. But

like a well-coached football
defense, the surrogates are
keeping McGovern penned in .
his own end of the field — the
small end.
The
waiting
game,
however, is causing tension in
both camps.
The McGovern K., Street
headquarters in the heart of
Washington's
business
district more often resembles
a battle field than a chief of
staff's command center. Only
Sen. Kennedy so far Seems to
have bridged McGovern's
personal generation gap.
Campaign Director Larry
O'Brien, an old pro, has
emerged as "No. 1," but
frictions continue between
orthodox political planners
and youthful long-hairs who
remember the exciting,
spontaneous decision making
of the primaries and the
Democratic convention.

The Fidellis Sunday School of the Elm Grove Baptist is taught by Mrs. Ruby Futrell, Members are,
left to right, first row, Mildred Lassiter, Delma Parker, Mildred Geurin, Elizabeth Owens, Lorene
Underhill. and Celinmie Boggess; second row, Arnetta Roberts, Estelle Outland, Zella Futrell, Ruby
Futrell, teacher, Beatrice Owens, Luna Wells, and Bertha Hendon; third row, Mary Ross, Mary
Cohoon, Euphry Houston, Tennessee Outland, and Pearl Murdock. Absent when picture was made
were Pattie Roberts, Opal Hale, and Leffie Houston,
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By the time of the 1876 gold
nish in the Black Hills, ethnic
and regional foods had been
introduced by settlers, but not
to everyone's satisfaction. A
disgruntled gold miner expressed his displeasure of the
grub in his mining camp
boardinghouse in this verse:
-The beefsteak is of leather,
"And the pies are made
tin;
"The bread you could not
cut it with a sword.
"The butter wears side'
whiskers,
"In the little one-horse hash
house where I live.-

"I

III

It you want to order space in the Yellow
Pages, you better hurry. The deadline is near.
Same goes for new listings in- the
White Pages.
This year's Telephone Directory is about
to become a closed issue. For a whole year.
So don't leave everyone in the dark about you.
Call our business office now. And
get inside.

roots.

McGovern troops have hid
their innings. They have hit
hard at issues like the
Watergate Hotel bugging case
and
charges
of
GOP
favoritism to special interest
groups. Sinister tales of setiret
campaign contributions and
the "can-you-top-this" exchange of lawsuits between
O'Brien and former Commerce Secretary Maurice
Stans make titillating gossip.
But somehow -they explode
with all the force of wet
.firecrackers.

In
Ill

III

GET INSIDE.
IT'S CLOSING
FOR ME YEAR.

STURGIS, S.D. (UPI—
The culinary heritage of the
The waiting for a Nixon
Plains Indians still is strong in
'mistake" isn't made easier
South Dakota, where many
by the daily struggle for
restaurants serve steaks and
headlines. The President
burgers made from the Indians'
obviously has the advantage
staple food. buffalo.
Tribes such as the Sioux
because he enjoys the official
lived almost entirelton buffalo
presitge of the White House
products, says the Black Hills,
and the ability to make
Badlands
and
Lakes
decisions, to take action.
- Association. They did little
McGovern can only recomfishing, no fanning and made
mend or criticize.
--Mae use of wild berries and
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Poem tells
of 1 -horse
hash house

Where's excit ment
in the campaign?

Giant cabbage wins
British agri event
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Editor's Note. National Fire
Prevention Week is Oct 8-14.

Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 10, 1972
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
dvic a
ALIES
) Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) '
4
Some good news or friendly
cooperation should aid you in
perfecting long-range plans.
Study new trends, developments.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
There is a tendency to
vacillate now. Avoid it. If you
seem bogged down in efforts,
take time to reorganize. New
methods could help.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21)
Day should be generally good
but, without personal initiative,
you will fall behind. Nothing
will be GIVEN to you.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) ISO
Some strain and .ension
possible now, so do not overtax
yourself to the point of fatigue
Do your best where duties are
concerned, of course, but don't
assume unnecessary burdens.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Where the obvious means to
-success are skimpy, you can
Jkow figure out preferable, more
feasible ones. But have
patience, be vigilant. precise.
Watch trends.
VIRGO
) Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) Wrf
Certain situations may seem
more complicated than they
are; others appear less complex, but be careful here not to
be heedless, caught off guard.
Care in romance, especially!

LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23
Find the most fitting way to
present your program, to express an idea. Thus framed, the
picture will be more marketable. Team work will bring fine
results.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 111'4V
.
A determination to avoid
needless quarrels will be important now. Persons born
under some Signs may be on the
-edgy" side, so do nothing to
stir up differences.
SAGITTARIUS
i Nov 23 to Dec. 21)
Put forth your finest endeavors even if rewards are not
immediately forthcoming. Your
efforts will pay off soon.
CAPRICORN
kC1(
) Dec 22 to Jan. 20)
You may face some complex
situations now, some unexpected obstacles, so anticipate
them — but with composure and
preparedness, not anxiety Do
not make hasty decisions.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
A good period. Augment your
program with something
special, something uniquely
outside of your regular routine.
Avoid impulsiveness, however.
PISCES
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Get full information and data
regarding assignments given
you, then study carefully,'so as
to avoid errors. In personal
dealings, know when to say
-yes" and when to say "no" —
and stick to your principles.

You're never
too old
to hear better

. YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great artistry,
fervency of spirit and lofty
ideals. You love intellectual and
cultural pursuits and have a
special affinity for music, art
and the drama. You are extremely ambitious and your
efforts are never mediocre.
Versatility is your "middle
name" and, should you not take
up one of the aforementioned
arts as a career, you have many
other fields from which to
choose, notably writing, lecturing,
psychology
or
philosophy. In the business
world, you could shine as a
financier or merchandiser.
Your personality is outstanding
— charming, fastidious and
dignified — but do try to curb a
tendency to be overexacting
with loved ones. Birthdate of
Helen Hayes, Amer. actress;
Giuseppi Verdi, Ital. composer.
One of the few remaining
herds of great antlered moose
are in Michigan's Isle Royale
National Park.

BIRMINGHAM, Mich.
(AP) — Every home should
have at least one fire extinguisher on each floor, with
an extra one in the kitchen that
should be especially effective
on grease fires, warns safety
expert Lawrence C. Howe.
Everyone in the family
should learn the proper use of
the extinguishers and every
home should have a fire drill

once a week to instruct the
use. notes Howe, who suggests
children what to do in case of taking these precautions to
fire, he adds.
• avoid home fire hazards:
"Fires in industry are not as
Make sure all electrical apdamaging as they used to be,
mostly because industry has pliances are in good order.
Make sure your wiring is in
equipped itself and trained its
workers to avoid fires, or over- good repair; have it checked at
come them quickly if started," the first sign of trouble.
says Howe, president of Howe
Keep matches where--Cliff:'
Services, Inc., a firm here that dren can't get at them: and
specializes in illuminated in- teach children their proper use
dustrial safety signs.
and danger.
Most homes, however, have
Check your furnace, all heatno fire extinguishers and families are not familiar with their ing equipment, ducts. etc If

Another Magsaysay
needed-in Manila
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Editor,Copley News Service
What the troubled people of
the Philippine Islands need
these days is another Ramon
Magsaysay.
Beset by corruption at all
levels of government and living under martial law edicts
that could continue for many
months,even years, the Asian
republic of over 1,000 islands
is facing some of the same
dangers it experienced in the
late 1940s and early '50s during the initial years of freedom granted July 4, 1946, by
the United States.
It was then that the Communist movement known as
the Huks (Hukbalahapi built
up a terror force of over 20,000
men — and many say President Ferdinand Marco's troubles today open the door to a
new revolutionary effort by
the Huks — and came within
an eyelash of taking over
Manila, the national capital.
It was then, too, that President Magsaysay displayed the
moral, physical and social
leadership that has endeared
him to Filipinos everywhere.
Today, ineptness and corruption in the highest circles have
created a situation that cries
out for another man of Magsaysay's caliber.
Marcos says today that the
arrest of government officials, newspaper publishes
and other people in high
places, plus censorship and
other trappings of martial
law, are all necessary to preserve tranquillity and rid the
republic of corruption.
Magsaysay accbmplished
the same results between 1950
and his untimely death at 49 in
a March 17, 1957, airplane accident with a shrewd and devoted mix of the highest
moral and hardheaded leadership. If you have spent
much time it] the Philippines,
whether in the modern environs of Manila or the jungle

Tick.lbck.
5 o'clock.
Bargain rates begin.
You'll save on calls you dial direct, when
you call long distance
then! /wee,

Check the front Pages of your phone book for details on
evening and weekend long distance bargain rates.
Rule, for do, -

lard, collect, coin trierthorre coat, or all!, billed to soother nuall*including calls billeaf
to
ipecial &flog; number,
SOUth Central Bell

villages of Cebu, you must
have come away with fantastic stories of Magsaysay's
successful efforts in the interests of his people.
One story concerns a Magsaysay visit to a small Cebu
city where serious health and
food problems gripped much
of the populace. There was
adequate medicine available
and there were warehouses of
food nearby — but they were
the prize pawns of corrupt officials and black-marketing
commercial men, including
some Americans.
Magsaysay fired the officials on the spot, ordered the
arrest of the dealers in profit
at the expense of misery, put
in a new corps of administrators chosen from the local
area and within 24 hours had
much needed food and medicines distributed to those in
need.
The man raised the morale
of Filipinos everywhere, a
people long dedicated to freedom and a people long friendly to the United States, even
under the most trying conditions — as exhibited by their
effective guerrilla harassment of Japanese occupation
forces from 1942 to 1945.
But, Magsaysay's greater
fame — to the outsider — was
in the manner he converted
the soft and humane approach
used in dealing with his urn ortunate countrymen to the
tough uncompromising attack
he made on the Huks who
were attempting to take over
his nation in the name of communism.
He practically wiped out the
Huk establishment, reducing
their hard-core force from
20,000 to 300 just before his
death in less than four years
in the presidency. He won new

Hospital Report
October 5, 1972
ADULTS.. 106
NURSERY..3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Bobbie AnnettenLowry
and Baby Girl, 607 Meadow
Lane, Murray, Baby Boy Spann
(Mrs. Martha Spann ). Rt. 1,
Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
Brent Houston Brown, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Wanda Jane
Williams, Rt. 3, Buchanan,
Tenn., Miss Michelle Lynn
Scott, 635 Broad St., Murray,
Master Charles Ashley Thurman, 1725 Keenland, Murray,
Mrs. Lillian Frances Wells, Rt.
2, Cottage Grove, Tenn., Mrs.
Jerilyn Ann Colson and Baby
Boy, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Emily
Claire Perry and Baby Boy,Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. Patty Shelton
and Baby Boy, 100 S. 13th,
Murray, Mrs. Donna Mae
Whybark and .Baby Boy, Rt. 6,
Murray, George Steven Goddard, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Edward
Orvley Housden_Rt. 5, Murray,
William Loyd Wilkinson, Rt. 4,
Murray, Miss Amy Susan
Johnson, 1000 S. 16th, Murray,
Kenneth Paul Bucy, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Erie Oma Ellis,
1606 Calloway Murray, Mrs.
Lillian Myrtle Lee, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Buford Corley Bailey,
Rt. 4, Murray.
Consumer tip
WASHINGTON I UPII—A
tip froin Consumer News
Notebook, Offic-e of Consumer
Affairs, Washington,: D.C.
"Mrs..Charles A. Greene of
Keene, N.H., writes: 'If one
must buy—and I advise against
it—plastic-wrapped produce, at
least remove the wrappings
from it on arrival home. The
produce lasts longer without
the wrappings than with it. As
to why I advise against buying
it plastic-wrapped, the shopper
cannot see what 418.'8 getting
with the Wrappings in the way.
Bad produce is sometimes
worked off (sold) by this
means. I speak from experience.
.

you have air conditioning, include that in the check.
Be sure that your flammable
materials, cleaning fluid. etc ,
are properly stored, out of the
reach of the children.
Don't let rags, paper. or other combustible materials pile
tiP•
Know what furnishings in
your home are flammable, and
try to keep these to a minimum
by using fireproof or fire-resistant materials
And always use caution

Her home
IS the range

A CHANGING WORLD

)ey

Chicago, Ill.—A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operatiog model
of the smallest Beltone aid ever
made will be given absolutely
aee to anyone answering this
advertisement.
Try-it to see how it is worn
in the privacy of your own
home without cost or obligation
of any kind. It's yours to keep,
free. It weighs less than a-third
of an ounce, and it's all at ear
level, in one unit. No wires lead
from body to head.
These models are free, so we
suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there is
no cost, and certainly no obligation. Write to Dept. ;OH,Bel,
tone Electronics Corp.,4201 W. 'Hawaii,Texas and Vermont
once were independent states.
Victoria, Chicago, Ill. 60646.

•
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Homes Need Fire Extinguishers

Your Individual Horoscope

-
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peasant respect for the national government whereas
the Huks had captured peasant sympathy in the ineffec. live administration preceding
Magsaysay's.
A story is told by a former
U.S. military leader close to
the Manila situation at the
time of how Magsaysay disposed of Huk plotters in one
fast-moving operation. He
had hundreds of top and middle-level Huk leaders arrested, loaded aboard an old
U.S. World War II 1ST (landing ship tank) and confined on
the ship near the mouth of
Manila Bay out of touch with
any sympathizers.
It took many months but
eventually all were tried and,
understandably in view of the
times, practically all were
convicted, many executed
and many more imprisoned.
This broke the back of the
Huk movement and with the
parallel social improvements
he made, Magsaysay became
a national hero. Had Magsaysay lived and been able to finish the job, perhaps Marcos
would not have the problems
today that cuase him to invoke martial law.
. There has, unfortunately,
been a revival of Huk activity
in the main island of Luzon
since 1966 and while today it is
believed that armed regulars
tit the Red guerrillas number
Only in the hundreds, there
are over 35,000 men in what is
called the mass base of the
movement. With this nucleus
and the widespread commercial and governmental corruption, perhaps Marcos had
no other course than to order
martial law. Time will tell.
Marcos' leadership, however,
has not had the moral fiber or
the shrewd foresight that
marked the 1958-57 years of
Magsaysay. That is the 11,.-).sic
failure of the Philippines today.

GRANTSVILLE.
Utah
1UPII-Jody Boyer is a
grandmother and former
gambling dealers who herds
sheep with her husband on the
sagebrush desert of western
Utah.
"This is no place for a
woman that does not like
outdoor life—horseback ridir*
long hours and ruggedness,
she said recntly after she and
her husband Darrell pulled into
town in their pickup truck after
three months on the range. It
was one of two or three tripe to
town a year.
Mrs. Boyer. who speaks
Spanish and Basire as well as
her native English, ran the
roallette wheel and dice games
at casinos in Reno and Carlin,
Nev., 26 years before retiring
to the sheep business.
"The camp is not as lonely or
out of touch as many people
think,- the slim, dark-haired
woman said. "Rock
and hippies are constant
visitors. I ve fed 75 people at
one time during lambing. We
have never had a thing stolen
from camp."
Mrs. Boyer was asked if she
wasn't afraid about living out
where the coyotes howl at
night.
always have a .22 rifle by
mybed, just in case, she said.
"I've never use'sl it yet —
approachingipersons are warned
by our barking- dogs."
Jody Boyer claims hers is the
best life there is. doing an ideal
job.
-Seven years ago I couldn't
even ride a horse,- she said.

4,
Drill sergeant Dale Watson, Company D, U.S. Army Reserve in
Murray, coaches a firer during the annual weapons
familiarization activity held recently at Fort Campbell.
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of his office in
Bei-Air Shopping Center
Office Hours: 9-:90 a.v.--5:00 p.m.
Monday Thru Friday
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Cordially Invites You and Your Friends, Without Obligation, To Hear
Mt. Donald MacDonald
of
Citizens Fidelity Bank and Trust ,Company, Louisville, Kentucky
on
Trust Services and Estate Planning
October 9, 1972
7 p.m.
University Branch
Highway 641 North
For Reservations and Further Information Call 753-1893
•
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Drycleaning SPECIAL
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Men's or
Ladies'
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SWEATERS

SHIRTS

beautifully cleaned
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* Prices In This Ad Good Mon.-Tues.-Wed., October 9-11 *

MEN'S
LADIES'

FLANNEL SHIRTS

C.P.O.
JACKETS

Plaid Design in deep Fall.
Colors. 65% Cotton, 35%

tucky

7 pm.

ection

you
on
rs

O
NI
•
IF
111 .
■—
•

.
Full of air
NEW YORK 1UP11—
Inflatable structures are aiding
the development of children.
particularly the handicapped.
This was reported at a New
York demonstration showing
retarded children enjoying
inflatables.
The inflatable mattresses,
c
amr-arr-being
manufactured in the United
States under license from the
Royal College of Art in
England, where they are
designed.

$394
(Reg.$4.75)

HANDBAGS

The Jean Shoe or the

SCOTT

CONFIDETS
SANITARY NAPKIN

Granny Shoe. Solids

Reg. '993

•U.L. Listed
•Asstd.
Colors
•Washable
Three Styles
to Select From

Bold!
New!
Newest Colors

LISTERINE

•Single Control
1 -Year
Guarantee

Reg.
1.84
BATHROOM

SCALES

FOOTBALL SET
•King Football

•Pump & Tee
$388

VINYL LINOLEUM RUGS
designs to go with any WM.
.9'x12'

$999

1 99

a
•
•
■
•
•

Asst Colors

•

Reg. 99'

BALLERINA

20

BICYCLE

LAMP S ADES

77"

COASTER WAGON

I
U

•
•
•

Girl's or Boy's

•

•
is Katy* fried ekieket, •
•

on.side and around the top. In bin',
or white.

MOD LAMPS

Regular 92'

•
M

a

Popular vinyl, patent Zip front, studs

Regular '9.94

Box of 24
Super or Regular

: Mon.&Tuest)nly:
• WEE-WHEELER
12 pieces of chicken
•
1 pt.of cole slaw
1 pt.of potatoes
lpt.of gravy
6hot rolls

Regular 83'

Regular '1.99

Big
Chicken:
, •
Feed :
•
FAMILY SPECIAL
Feeds4to6for only

Suede in 2 styles

Red plush lining.

1111111•11111111111111•1111111111111111111•11MINI
•
•
in
a Colonel

:
•
•
•
•

GIRL'S WOODEN
Treasure Chest design.

Korea have the greatest lead-Ofall. In each national 113 boys
are born to ever) 100 girls.
Spain is not far behind with
boys leading I 1 1 to 100.
The boy baby lead has
stimulated considerable
speculation. For example,
attempts have been made to
correlate sex ratio with the
weather. Others have sought to
connect the male lead with
socioeconomic status, with the
effect of war—either before or
after—and
even
with
illegitimacy.
However, twice:ate validity
for all these is yet to be
established, and even if such
correlations were accepted the
question of precisely why more
boys are born remains
unanswered.
Throughout the world there
also is an excess of male'
deaths—and this too is
,something of a mystery. The
excess of male deaths occurs
even in infancy, "then such
"social causes" are absent.

•Sanders
•

Fall Shades

LADIES'

Girls winning
battle of sexes
CHICAGO (CPO—There IP
a wide variance in the boy-girl
ratio throughout the world.
Whatever the place the girls
always start out as the
minority.
The scientific findings
demostrate the advantage in
being a girl, for the females
quickly reduce the male lead
and generally attain numerical
superiority.
In all races of mankind.
according to Encyclopaedia
Britannica, more boys than
girls are born. However. extensive research still has failed
to establish any reason for the
&ess of boys and the situation
remains one of the world's
great mysteries.
The sex disparity, which may
have started with earth's first
human community, became
particularly puzzling when it
was discovered that other
species which have the same
type of sex-determining
mechanism as man show an
excess of females.
Tbe
worldwide
ratio
generally is considered to
average about 10h males born
to every 100 females, a figure
that appliaso to the white
population of the United
States. Among U.S. Negroes
the ratio is 102.0 males to 100 `_
females.
The racial difference is not
peculiar to the United States, as
stutkes itt Province have shown similar
contrasts between Negro and
Caucasian sex ratios—but always with the boys outnumbering the girls.
The boys in Greece and

Sizes A&B

Sizes 8-18

Reg. '2.47

Kerrick (right) of Elizabethtown, a
FACTS OF
senior physics major at Murray State University, explains a point
during a laboratory force table experiment on the campus. Shown
with him is Dwight Borum of Hopkinsville, a sophomore premedical student. Kerrick, who serves as a laboratory instructor
for some basic physics courses, spent last year in England
studying at the University of Bristol on a Rotary scholarship.
A top honor student, he plans to teach at the high school level
following graduation.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

To Hear

Bold Plaids

Polyester. Sizes S-M-L-XL

y Reserve in
al weapons
pbell.

PANTY HOSE

Reg.
:3996 -

4 by
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School Children in China LearnEartir To Combine Woricrand Study
ga n i 7ations were ,encouragiottto (ruin six years to four. )t is
help build and maintain followed by two years of vocaschools Local influencr,..re.-... tional training or work in industry. commerce or farming.
mains today.
UNITED NATIONS.
"Factories. mines. com- Higher education. the survey
I fiTh - Their. choice may
not be chili suppers or candy munes. . civic groups. street finds, has been reduced from
committees the armed forces five yea.rs to between two and
sales. but z•churok in the,
and private groups were en- four yeais
People's-Republic of Chinaare
couraged to provide schools...
China teaches its children to
expected to raise. part of their
the survey says. "and to fi- combine work with play 'and
own operating money
nance them however they study. even at the preschool
Economic difficulties have
could, paying teachers in age In day-care centers the
always prevented China from
money or in goods according to early work training is in feeding
having a hierarchit ..11 education
circumstances.
pets and cleaningand caring for
budget. says a t..N study. As a
'Schools,were encouraged to furniture and equipment.
result, there is considerable loset up firms, factories and othBy the time Chinese students
cal control of schools.
er enterprises in an endeavor to are in the low teens they are
Significant features of the ed- sell enough products and ser- devoting six to eight - hours of
ucational system are discussed vices to make themselves at their 32-hour school week to
in the World Survey of Educa- least partially self-supporting " "productive labor
tion. published by UNESCO Tha main thing students have
The survey finds that the
the 1. N. Educational, Scien- trend in the education
of to learn during their primary
tific and Cultural Organization.
China's students is toward com- years is some 3.500 characters
It covers the school systems
pressing the number of years of the Chinese language. They
of 142 countries and territories.
required
for a given course of devste. about half their school
including Taiwan. The 1.400study
toward beginning time to reading and writing the
and
page book already had gone to
difficult language. Arithmetic,
- press when Peking won.a prom- school at an earlier age.
drawing, singing, history, geogRevolution
Cultural
After
the
Officials to cease
isefrm
raphy and politics fill out the
1%6-67.
education
of
primary
listing Taiwan in staUsrical
time
shortened
was
from
to
six
years
ptiblications.
•
• The Chinese language reChina calls its system Of lo- four or five and the beginning mains a major subject at the
school
lowered
age
was
to
5
1/2
cal-national cooperation in edusecondary level, along with lityears from 7.
cation - walking on two legs.
erature. foreign languages,
At the time M.oi TFe lung pro=The secondary levels equiva- mathematics. the sciences, hisclaimed the Great Leap For- tent to American junior-senior tory. -geography.. politics 'and
ward many nongovernment or- high-school, was compressed physical education. ,•
• By SHIRI.EY CHRISTIAN
Assoeiat ii Press Writer

NEW YORK 1UPII - A*
soon as the cold weather sets in,
lour heating plant-a boiler if
you have a hydronic Imodern
hot water and steam I system or
a furnace if ),(kur home is
equipped with a warm air
heating - will begin a 3,000hour program to keep your
family comfortable. You'll be
doing yourself a big favor if you
call in a heating contractor to
see that everything is in top
working order.
On the other hand, there are
some simple, but important,
things you can do to get the
most comfort out of the
system.The National Better
Heating-Cooling Council is
offering some advice for those
homeowners who may be timid
about touching any part of the
heating system for fear they'll
throw it out of whack.
Regardless of the kind of
heat you have - hydronics,
warm air or resistance heating - the Council gives this
universal advice:
Vacuum all distributors
regularly. In a warm air
system, that means cleaning the
registers and changing the
filter. Remember, is a warm air
system, the heat is circulated by fans or blowers, and
if the outlets are dirty, you'll
find yourself breathing dirty
air.
Make sure the motor and
blower are oiled, and the belt
drive is adjusted. Replace the
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latter if necessary. If you ave a
humidifier, the water supply
should be on and the unit in
good working order.
In hydronic systems. clean
all the radiators. If your home
ha... baseboard heating, remove
the front panels and vacuum
the heating elements. Don't be
afraid of it. The panels lift off
with a little pressure.
Sometimes air gets into the
piping and prevents the hot
water from circulating. To get
rid of the air you'll have to
"bleed- the lines.
"l'o do thia, find the nearest
vent and place a dish or flat
pan under it. Turn up the
thermostat to activate the
system. Using a very small
screw Olive!, open the vent
until some water escapes. Close
the sent. You have solved the
problem.
Another bit of maintenance
for hydronic systems is to add a
few drops of motor oil to the
circulator.

DAGwoOD.
wEgrei AND TIDOTSlE
ARE HAVING A
TERR)PIC
QUARREL

BEATLE BAILEY
014, GOLLY„
15 HE T14AT
BAD?

I NO, NOT
REALLY

ELrr i4t6 5EEiNe
14i5 I.AMER5 NOW

THE PHANTOM
DROP YOUR WfAP0145...OR
YOUR SACRED "CHILD" WILL

BE DEAD!

AS HE SAYS

ACROSS

0

LET'S
00 TO
MOVIE

(I WONDER
WHAT'S
PLAYING
P.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

BEST POPCORN
IN TOWN
50 o

1
5
9
12
13
14
15
16
18
20
22
24

Grasp
Entreaty
Deposit
Seines
lampreys
Bever,tge
Above
Greek letter
Remunerate
Pronoun
Tableland •
Spreads for
drying

27 Competent
29 Musical

LIL' ABNER
WONDER WHAT
NEW HAZARD
HE'S GOING 10
WARN US
AGAINST-

OUP,LATEST 5TVDtES
SHOW TiAAT THERE

IS ONE.AMERICAN
!HOUSEWIFE SO
LOYAL,RATIE-NT AND
SUCH A SPLENDID
HOMEMAKER--

-THAT, N CONTRAST, ALL.
OTNER HOUSEWIVES ARE
FICKLE ILL-TEMF'ERF.I) r
."

2 Nlembeh of a
political party
3 Pronoun 4 Greek letter
5 Man's name
6 Rented
7 Spanish article
8 Snake
9 Stratum
10 Mm's
nickname
11 Old pronoun
17 Preposition
19 Near
21 Poverty stricken
neighborhood
23 leak through
26 eseemirre to a
party
26 Rock's
--27 Guarantee
28 man's name
30 'Arrow
33 Real estate
map

DOWN
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NOTICE

NOTICE

Vie

"Mens Factory- Outlet"
OPENING THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12th
Hours: 9 a.m.- 6 p.m.

* Southside Shopping Center *
South 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

vt*****************************************

sharply increased to put more
aircraft in the air front bases
in Spain. Yet, ironically,
Fraser and McGovern have
spent a good deal of time
screaming about increase of
defense expenditures.
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r • y i.n,ted I".-aturp Sytidic., C. Inc

HdiR USED Furniture on 121
Concord Road, 4 miles from
Murray. Has lots of good used
furniture and lots of antiques. See
us for your needs. Phone 7534716.
October 10P

BABY FARMS -3to 5 acre tracts.
Part of Claude L. Miller farm,
just southwest of Murray.
Beautiful wooded building site
with bottom pasture in back.
Road now being built. Will fur- 'KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest'
,Control, phone 753-3914,100 South
nish surveyed plat.
Claude L. Miller. 753-3069 13th Street. "Every day you\.
09C delay lets bugs have their phones 753-3059.
way."
TFC
RY OWNER; four bedroom
,home, with large den, large
private patio, large utility room, J MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
307 N. 4th 753-6091
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
RADIO, TELEVISION,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
SMALL APPLIANCE
'and Middle Schools. Priced to
SALES 8. SERVICE
sell. Bank loan available to right /SPECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or iitAp10 REPAIR
753-6342 nights.
TFC
FREE KITTENS! Three female,
BY OWNER; Reduced, three 8 week old kittens. Litter trained.
bedroom brick at 1106 South 16th Phone 753-5032.
010C
Street: 820,000.00. Phone 753TFC CURIOUS TO know if ads for the
1668.
Red Geranium in Canton are
NEW THREE bedroom brick on enjoyed. Write
Red Geranium,
150'x300' lot, one mile southwest Canton,
Ky.,42211.
010C
of_COldwater i iii black top road.
Price $16,500. If interested phone
489-2110.
010C
1203 Chestnut
Sale, Wednesday only
222'2 ACRE FARM, one mile
10 percent Ott all Returner:
over County line in Graves
GO0dS
County. Phone Farmington 345Open till 7 00 P M
2407.
09C

WANTED TO

Perma
1 0
Prefer H
With

Montgomery Ward

J & W Texaco. Jerry Ross and
Charles Aldridge managers.
Opening Friday, September 22.
Speclializes -in 'Mercedes Benz,
,Toyota and .Volvo. Also car air
conditioning and road service.
.437:-13591,/larittn,it y.-Outobei

If You

Miss Your Paper,
Phone'...

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
Of

753-7278
Between 5:.00_91M.
& 6:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
listed

Hungry Enough
To Eat A Cow 8 Calf?
Two Can Have Breakfast
For A Buck And A Half
Open S
m --Breakfast
Anytime

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
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antelope

Call
753-19

Another

LAJES AIR BASE. Azores
- "If you look at the force
structure of Portugal," observed Minnesota 'Per')(Tat
and Congressman Donald
Second, in the event of hosFraser, "you will find that
tilities in Europe, this lush
they have virtually nothing to
and almost Shangri-La-like
contribute to the North Atlanisland base would immediatetic Treaty Organization dely become a critical backup
fense except perhaps some
and staging area - much in
geography."
the way that England, during
Like so much conventional
World War II, served as a
liberal wisdom on national de-•
jumping-off point for the refense and foreign policy,
capture of the European conFraser is so far off It's frighttinent.
ening_ A visit to this little
The Azores cover vital comknown but strategic Amermercial routes from the South
ican outpost br)rigs home
Central Atlantic which carry
sharply the importance of the
oil from the Persian Gulf and
Azores as the American GiSouth Atlantic to Europe,
braltar in the Atlantic.
North America and the
As a strong supporter of
Soviet-contested MediterSen. George McGovern,
ranean,
Fraser and other liberals
Third, Terceira, located 500
tried last August in the House
air miles off- the coast of
to scuttle a renewal of U.S.
Southern Europe, provides
base rights here on the
ideal weather and atmosphergrounds that the Azor^s nosed
ic conditions for operation of a
no military importanco far
high frequency radio directhe United States and NATO
tion finding system.
and --that Portugal'sATD_
acuities here promembership permits Portuvide valuable information on
gal to use its resources for
"the preservation of their mship and aircraft movements
across the North Central AtAfrican empire."
lantic and is the only station in
"This is not a position I
this part of the •world providthink the United States wants
ing 360-degree coverage.
to indorse or imply its consent
Many Portuguese officials
to," stated F'raser.
continue to be puzzled by the
Some hard facts about this
attitude of many U.S. poliarea of the world, however,
ticians like Fraser and
illustrate just how MisinMcGovern. They are puzzled,
formed Fraser and other
for example, about how these
.McGovern liberals in the
men applaud cooperation with
House and, Senate are about
Moscow and Peking, but con-,,
the Azores and Portugal when
cOMeS -10-"American-Eurc)- - elstently denounce the Uni
States' treaty alliances and
pean security interests.
base rights agreements with
First, without this U.S. base
Portugal. They cite Lisbon's
for our antisubmarine surAfrican overseas territories
veillance system in the Atlansuch as Angola, Mozambiqwe
tic, there would be a hole the
and the Cape Verde Islands.
• size of Texas that the Soviets,
who have stepped up their
(St. John is a CBS Radio
submarine activity in this
Network "Spectrum" compart of the Atlantic, would
mentator and is seen on the
welcome.
CBS-TV "Morning News"
As a consequence. defense
with John Hart.)
expenditures would have to be

Crossword Puzzle
NANCY

NOTICE

Azores vital
to U.S. defense

PEANUTS

BLONDIE
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Turn
Castoffs
Into
Cash

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
AT KENIANA Shores tie.
smallestjut is 80'x200'-. Prices
start at $795. Only $10. down and
$10 per month. Lake access. All
utilities including central water.
Phone 436-5320.
TEC
60 ACRE FARM with 5 room
brick house, 8 miles south of
Murray, on Highway' 121. Day
phone_ 75.' 1443, after 5 p.m. 4365489.
TFC

Rent
Your
Apartment

BY OWNER: 63 acre farm, 55acres lendable land; 338
dark
fired tobacco base.'2 acre burley
tobacco base, 47 acres corn base.
The feed
grain program is
$1106.00 a year. Farm located
one mile on Highway 464, off
of
Highway 94 west. Phone E. Joe
Burkeen, 753-3970,
October 10C
50 ACRES; 16 acres lendable.
Located northwest corner Renry
County, Tenn., the Becky
Paschall place, close to Paschall
Cemetery. Contact Margie
Paschall, 503 South 8th Street.,
Murray,Ky. Phone 7532873.
October 10P

LARGE TWO bed
apartment. Ne
painted. Ideal for
Inquire at Kellys
Located 100 S. 13th
TWO BEDROO
house, large ut
upstairs, lots of
Electric or gas h
8243.
TWO BEDROOM
trailer, one mile
$85.00 per mont
nished. Phone Ca

TWO BEDROO
garage apartmen
$65.00 per month.
1579.
-1111Li

FURNIS
"
WA)
wall to wall Ca
conditioned, util
One block fro
campus. Couple
May be seen at l.
ft Os
FOUR ROOM f
inent, 2
bloc
square. Phone
3347.
LARGE HOME
Concord. Call 4
FULLY FURNI
Ky. Lake. "Pho
6:00 p.m.
HOUSE WITH
down and one
refrigerator,
room, air cond
heat, 112 baths,f
-garage. Locat
Street. Family
J.C. Brewer
City,for appoin

•••••6•1•••
•
▪
SIGN
•

•II CABLE
: Before 0
:Receive In
•
• Oni
CALL
.
11 or
visit t
• Cablevision
•
• Bel Alr Sho
• on South 1
Ike
U.
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Sell it With A Classified Ad

75C371116

FOR SALE

Another View

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Sturdi - House Portable Buildings
Storage, Cabins, Offices, Mobile Home Additions

PLEASE REMAII4

No Foundation Required - Sixes 6x8' to 24x40'
Completely Assembled including floors, Aluminum Sidewolls and Roof

CALM

floor joists, 16" apart mounted on 4x6 penta-treated sifids

Darnell Marine Sales

tucky

Highway 94
Route 3 - Murray, Ky.

urniture on 12)
, 4 miles from
ots of good used
ts of antiques. See
s. Phone 753October 10P

To.Ow IL S.Id.CIM.-.0111015 mime
•len•timed bear.fialliets. be.

WANTED TO RENT

10-9

WANTED TO RENT

* WANT TO RENT *
YOUNG MARRIED COUPLE

753-6091

ca a

One Child

Permanent Residents of Murray
Wish To Rent

TS! Three female,
ns. Litter trained. f
010C

2 or

know if ads for the
11 in Canton are
e Red Geranium,
211.
010C

3

8EDR9OMS

Prefer House
With . . . Fireplace

in County

-Adequate Storage
-Bath with tub &'shower
-Large kitchen or dining area

ery Ward

ask for Debbie

Chestnut
•nesday Only

W.

11 all Returned

7 5 3-6 2 1 3

till 7 00 PM

7 5 3- 1 9 1 6

1971-350 HONDA. Excellent
condition. Phone 437-4171 after
5:00 p.m.
013C

3-1916
e 5:00 p.m.
or

3-7278
•n 5:00 p.m.
0 p.m. In The
know your route
ber, please call
. If you get no
then call John
Jr. at the above
during the hours

nough
Cow & Calf?
aye Breakfast
k And A Half
a m -Breakfast

INN
V
ANA Shores Alit: _.
is 80'x200*-. Prices
'. Only $10. down and
nth. Lake access. All
tiding central water.
320.
TEC,
FARM with 5 room
e, 8 miles south of
Highway 121. Day
443, after 5 p.m. 436TFC
TR: 63 acre farm, 55lable land, 3.38 dark
to base.'2 acre burley
Sc. 47 acres corn base.
grain program is
year. Farm located
n Highway 464, off of
4 west. Phone E. Joe
3-3970.
OctoberlOC
; 16 acres tendable,
rthwest corper Henry
Tenn., - the Becky
lace, close to Paschall
Contact Margie
503 South 8th Street,
y Phone 753OctoberlOP

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

By Ow ner
8'x30' 2 bedroom

100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
M m •r
m
of om

Trailer & Lot

HELP WANTED

on...

4101
Roaches*
,
Carry Germs
wr MICK
PESTS

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
-day the year round...Winter and Summer.

FOR
SALE

18 MARK TWAIN boat with 100
H.P. Mercury motor. Trailer
included. Phone 753-7547 after
2:30p.m.
09C

Spiders

Protect Your Home!

ROYAL
MANUAL
Office
Typewriter for sale. Excellent
condition. $85.00. Call 4374451.
Benton,Ky.
011C

at Pine Bluff Shores
lake view.
PHONE 436-5402
After 5:00

PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING,
experienced in interior and exterior. Fully equipped for all
painting. Free estimates. Phone
41s9-2287.
Octoberl7C

Termites
Eat Your Home

'

LEVIS ION,
PPLIANCE
SERVICE
CAR
G IN
IR

our Paper

BARN PAINTING and corninercial spraying. Local painter.
References. Free -estimate.
Phone Farmington 3822299.
October20C

1969 HONDA CB160. Electric
starter, high handle bars. $185.00.
Phone 489-2171.
010P

:

OELECTRONICS

f You

October 27th & 28th

7.7.7=7.77477-=:::7:7W'

-

SERVICE'S OFFERED

SCISSORS SHARPENED
Murray Home & Auto

Telephone 753-3734 or 753-5693

MITE and Pest'
53-3914,'100 South
Every day you,
ave their TFC

o. Jerry Ross and
ridge managers.
y, September 22.
n ' Mercedes Benz,
olvo. Also car air
and road service.
Oc

SERVICES OFFERED

75C:11916

Sofri• Revail 9919ncht,..9
mem see mew Retenbrine preeleels below
meneleeemeeee
Rees.
Let* N.01001 beeneellon
Canis leabipbeee PaHe.
IC. yew Kee. seeinele

ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
us completely cover your home
with Reynolds weather tight
aluminum siding. Also we do
soffitt and overhangs on brick.
JOHN DEERE one row corn
Storm windows & door, shutters
picker. In good condition. Phone WILL DO any type of carpenter and carports. Free estimates.
one work, small or large jobs. Free Call Garland's Aluminum Ser489-2646.
estimate. Phone 753vice, Route 1; Kirksey, 489-2427 or
/972 NORRIS mobile home, 7955.
November2C Sedalia 328-8398.
October23C
12'x66', large expand°. Carpeted,
7
air, washer, dryer, fireplace,
WILL DO Combining. Phone 753large porch, underpenned, tor09C
PICK THE stone for your new 7287.
nado straps. Completely set up.
home. Let us build your fireplace.
Riviera Courts,753-3966.
09C
Visit our showroom for ideas. WILL DO any' kind of hauling,
Stone Craft; 904 East Wood inv-luding-gartsage
Street, Paris, Tenn.,901-642the lowest prices. Phone 7531199.
Octoberl1C 7450.
09C

DALE 8t STUBBLEFIELD
TWO BABY beds, $25.00 each. MOVING. MUST sell dinette set,
refrigerator and couch. $10.00
Phone 753-7385.
010C
each. Also washer. $40.00. Phone
011C
753-3243.
4,000 FEET OF dry cypress
lumber. One inch thick. Pho.111 STRAW
DELIVERED . IN753-8479.
u'''•• Murray 75 cents a bale. Phone
012C
BEDROOV SUITE about 50 489-2352'
years old.ked with mattress and
1961 CH.YSLER $100.00. End
Slarings, chest Vanity type
tables and coffee table
good
dresser and stool. Reasonable
condition $35.00. Phone 437priced. Call 753-3730.
09C 4493.
09C

CARPET-LINOLEUM installations and repairs, all types.
Residential or commercial. For
free estimate phone 436November1C
2124.

EXPERIENCED WAITRFSSES,
full time and part time work.
LARGE TWO bedroom furnished TWO BEDROOM duplex apart- Must be neat and efficient. No
apartment. Newly carpeted, ment, central heat and air,. phone calls. Colonial. House
TFC
painted. Ideal for two students. carpet throughout, ceramic tile Smorgasbord.
_ ,Inqiiire at Kellys Pvt Control. bath, droll in range. Phone 753Located 100S. 13th St.
TFC WANTED PART time or full time
09C 7850 or 753-1585.
waitress. Evening shift. Apply in
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished TWO BEDROOM furnished or person to Paglia's Pizza, 510
- house, large utility, garage, unfurnished apartment, central Main.
TFC
upstairs, lots of storage space. heat and air. Good location.
Electric or gas heat. Phone 753- Available October 1. Phone 753Let us help you get off to work Mornings
8243.
TFC 4331.
TFC
STOP!
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
TWO BEDROOM air conditioned FURNISHED APARTMENT for
Special Family Rate:
I will start you with $700.00
trailer, one mile from Mrray. two college students. Available
a month guaranteed. Send
Breakfast for Two- $1.50
Breakfast for Four- $2.98
month,
per
water
fur$85.00
now. Phone 753-3040 after 4,:00
you to school for
two
Breakfast for Three- $2.24
Breakfast for Ten- E.42
nished. Phone Cadiz 522-6332. 09C p.m.
010P
weeks, expenses paid.
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
Each Cow ,and Calf Breakfast Includes:
Train you in the field
TWO _BEDROOM furnished THREE BEDROOM
HOUSE,
-Two
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
eggs,
cooked any style
selling and servicing
house,one blociTion
-aiiiitiersilY•-ay-a-nub* *Ortober-&
-Buttered toast or biscuits
-P111)4
" established--**sines& NASHVILLE, TEN N. Ph. 256-5847
biustaag Ridiag latwo$125.00 per month. Phone 753-6133 753-3040 after 4:00 p.m.
010P
counts.
-Blackberry preserves or jelly..
Mowert„,pbssered by Big,
for appointment.
Ph. 621:2932
09C
ST. LOUIS, MO.
MUST BE _
-Coffee. tea, milk or orange juice
Powerful F H.P. Briggs and
ONE SINGLE bedroom apartover 18, have car, bon-Kellogg's individual cereals with milk or hot oats.
Stratton Motor. Direct
dable, ambitious, sports
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished ment and one double bedroom
from factory, Still in
SINGLE BREAKFAST-85 cents
Hospitalization
garage apartment with garage. apartment. Both with private .
minded.
crates, over 3,000 Brand
CUSTOM COMBINING, plus PIANO. TUNING--RepairOffer
Good Seven Days A Week
bath and electric heat. Available
and pensions program. C211
$65.00 per month. Phone 753new
1973
Models.
With
Full --Muting corn or beans. Phone 753- 'rebuilding. Prompt expert serOpen 5 am -Breakfast Anytime
1579.
for Appointment
010C immediately. Ronald W. Churone
year
October25C vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
Factory
8090.
:
•
00
1 ;'
chill, phone 753-2736 or 753Collect
Warranty.
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
8395.
Joe Belote, Holiday Inn„
EUltNISITPD APARTMENT,
,P9c
Must be sold immediately,
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753BUY
TO
WANT
Mayfield, Ky., 247-3700
wall to wall carpeting, heat, air
October 1IC
not for $389.95, only $189.95,
3911.
Monday, Tuesday and
conditioned, utilities furnished. EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
CREOSOTED POLES and penta 12'x64'-1971 FLEETWOOD
Full price total delivered to
Wednesday October 9, 10
One block from University color TV,air conditioned, electric
treated lumber. Also styrofoam mobile home, with living .room
Antique Clocks
your door.
VItEE ESTIMATE on septic tankand 11, From 9:00 a.m. till
campus. Couples only; no pets. heat. $100.00 per month, deposit
logs for dock flotation. Murray expand°. Also 12'x12' metal
:installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
buy
clocks,
and
sell
We
old
6:00 pin.
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC required. Phone 753-7358.
Lumber Company, 104 Mapie utility building to stay. LandTFC
cases, works and parts
A 110
Street.
0I1C scaped. „central heat and air,
Over 150 in stock. We
FOUR ROOM furnished apart- FURNISHED APARTMENT,
three bedrooms, chi-baths, shown
repair clocks. J & B Music
SIGN UP FOR
, 'tient, 2
blocks from court
1.4144111, kitchen,' bathroom AVON CHRISTMAS earnings can CLEAN CARPETS the save and by appointment. Phone 753-8500
753-7575.
Center.
safe
Rent
way
square. Phone 753-4645 or 753- with shower and bath. One or two. help
Lustre.
with
Blue
after
6:00
753-3648
p.m.
days.
or
holidays
the
make
3347.
TFC 1)e114xons. Zimmerman Apart- happier for your entire family! electric shampooer $1. Big K, 205 Riviera Courts.
016C
Before Oct. 13 and
WAN1"1'0 BUY old furniture.
ments, South 16th Street, 753- It's easy selling fine Avon Belaire Shopping Center. 014C
- - •attic jufllt or allythisig of value.
1.43,11,414121L1kA.1"1***Ilk.
November7C products from our irresistible
LARGE HOME in vicinity of New 6609.
Receive Installation for
Shin ur FuR
P1444414. -136-2135.
r
017C
Concord. Call 436-5353.
09C
Christmas catalogs. Call now BEI.TONE FACTORY fresh
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky .collect: Mrs. Glenda Duke, 1-443- hearing aid batteries for all make
FULLY FURNISHED house on Lake. Two bedrooms, air con- 4465.
Octoberl2C hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 011C * Before Oct, 13 and I
Music Lessons
CALL 753-5005
Ky. Lake. Phone ,138-5679 after ditioned, completely furnished.
teachers of
.ofessional
or
visit the Murray
Installation
for*
-*Receive
' 6:00 pan.
09C Will rent by week or month. WANTED YOUNG man with
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
Cablevision Office in the
TFC
436-2284.
Phone
strong interest in mechanics to
'
accordion, drums and barn.
Bel Air Shopping ('enter
train overseas for assembly,
,UZIER COSMETICS, instruments. J & B Music
- HOUSE WITH two bedrooms
on South 12th.
* CALL 753-5005 * disttibuted by Linda Outland. Center, Murray, Ky. 753down and one up. Stove and 12' x 60' TWO BEDROpM mobile installation, and servicing of
About Our
*
or
visit
the
Murray
*
Specials till Saturday. Oct. 7, are
refrigerator, carpeted living home, located on Hit.,kway 280, automatic brickmaking equip7575.
Cablevision Office in the * Cleansing and . moisturizing
Job
assignments
room, air conditioned, electric one mile off Highway 94 east. ment.
Aluminum Plates *
JOHN'S REPAIR Service •
*
Bel
Air
Shopping
Center
*
cream, half price. Last time on
heat, 1'2 baths,full basement and Ciiiiipletelk furnished;- w asherihroughout U.S.A. and Canada
AUTOS FOR SALE
•lumbing-electrical-roofing and
.*
on
South
12th.
*
4special for this year. Phone -437
-garage. Located 410 South 12th arid dryer, central heat and upon completion of training.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 day r, or 4.
*************It 4;55.
each
I
1967
Must
be
draft exempt, preferably
09C
Street. Family preferred. Phone carpet. $115.00 month. No pets.
DATSUN station wagon, 753-7625 nights.
TFC
automatic. Extra sharp. See a
J.C. Brewer 395-7478, Calvert Graduate students or married uritiia'rried, free and willing to
FRIGIDAIRE'' REFRIGER916 Nilrtli 18th Street.City, for appointment.
I,
011C couples
ATOR. Phone 435-4592.
Call 73-5038. 011C travel extensively. Reply to Lingl
iSt8GThe Ledger & Times
GENERA!. HOUSE wiring-.
Corporation, P.O. Box 1059,
1972 125 HONDA. Will ,sacrifice
Installation or rework. No job too
103 N. 4th Street
Paris, lennessee 38242 - Phone
•
1969 YAMAHA, 125 Enduro, in A- 4hit. I i4ing in Marines. Phone 1970 VOLKSWAGEN Beetle, light Itij or too sinall.Call for estimate
NOTICE
'TWO BEDROOM mobile home, 901-642-9161.
011C
blue,
'''S
black
011C
4
s
interior,
I shape. Phone 753-5590.
Murray, Ky.
09C 753-5094,
October23P
436-2159, Jim.
10'x40', all electric, air conExcellent condition. $150 I I
Phone
753-1916
FOR
1 ditioned. Water and garbage pick
Phone 489-2471.
0101'
PEST CONTROL
•
up furnished. Phone 753BULLDOZER,,,WORK, trucking,.
=•
FOR SALE OK TRADE
..
4
6551.
, 012P AVERAGE HOME sprayed
lso bank gravel, fill (lift and
BOY'S
top
coats,
sport
No
1 Before Oct 13 and :
$15.00. Six month guarantee.
Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
coats, suits, pants, sweaters,
topsoil.
Quaxtei:
ACTIVE
ATM
BAY
monthly contract required. sizes 5 to 6X.
Installation
after-644p,m. TFC
for
Receive
:
:
354-8161
or
Some pratically
•
horse mare., very tame. Has
-a
• BRAND NEW two-bedroom Superior Exterminating Com- new. Phone Mrs.
•
Ben Nix 753Pleasure
competed
Western
.
in
• duplex. All large rooms.
a
Garbage pany,phorie 753-7266. October20C 3785.
, •
010C
•
Will sell or trade for 2 weaned PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
• disposal, new Tappan stove and
•
•
furniture and
heifer
t alk calves. 53-6.291 after carpets, firtors,
\vin
CALL
•
753-5005
RENT
FOR
SPACE
OFFICE
at refrigerator furnished. Rent
• or visit the Murray
1971 SUZUKI Titan 500. Excellent
011C wall cleaning.
k 'about our
5:15 p.m.
• reasonable.
•
Available Sept. 30th. FOR
, •
RENT suite of offices. condition. Warranty still' good.
hoinewide clea • g, weekly,
: Cablevision Office in the :Couple or couple
with one child,. Adequate parking, 71f Main Must sell. Can be seen at Inman's
bimonthly or monthly. Phone
• Bel Air Shopping Center :Phone 753-3951
before 8:00
Street. Phone 753-7846, or 75.34- Service Station, Hardin, Ky., or
1970 KAWASAKI 500. Phone 753- collect Servicemaster for free
•
• on South 12th.
TFC 1409.
%.•
•
TEC estiviate, 247-7333. Octoberl3NC
4
.
',010C
TFC phone 437-4375. •
8550
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

COW & CALF BREAKFAST

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE -

PUBLIC SALE

TRIANGLE INN

Write for Free
• picture brochure.
Mustang Riding
Lawn Mowers
CABLEVISION*
4200 Cadieu
Detroit,- Mich.48224

CALL

*

Only 99'

CABLEVISION
Only 99'

it

I 25c

!"...-tmellP

CABLEVISIOti i

•

Only 995

FOR SALE

Holstein calf, bulls or heifers, from 1
week to weaning age.
For further information phone . . .
489-2161 after 5:00 P.M.

••.•

A
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Mothers Cook Recipes
Of Fun For Children

RELIGION: 1972

Crusaders' reign
in Holy Land told
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK - Christian
crusades are pretty tame affairs today when compared
with the original version.
Joining a crusade in 1972
might mean sitting with a few
thousand other people, in a
huge auditorium or stadium
to listen to a well-tailored
Billy Graham exhorting his
audience to make a "decision
for Christ.''
This spectator crusading
has nothing to do with the zeal
of the Crusades of the Middle
Ages, which actually were
holy wars, fought by expeditionary forces of men in armor who traveled from Western Europe to wrest Palestine
from Moslem rule.
The "decision for Christ"
had already been made in
1099, when a dashing French
knight in armor bade his wife
farewell and set out to spend a
year or two - or more liberating the Holy.Land.
Many lives, including those
of youngstirs who took part in
the abortiiie Children's Crusade in 1212, were lost in the 10
expeditions that set out for the
Holy Land. The Crusades not
only achieved, the original
goal set torthiair Popes of the
Roman Catholic Church and
other prelates, but they also
helped create the concept of
medieval chivalry and opened
channels for trade and commerce between East and
West.*
For two centuries - from
. 1099 to 1291 - the Crusaders
occupied the Holy Land, first
__prospering and then falling
into a state of decadence, but
leaving their permanent
stamp in the process.
An effort to depict and
assess the Contributions of
their long occupation has been
made by an Israeli citizen of
1972. Meron Benvenisti,
deputy mayor of Jerusalem,
has d deep into The lore of
the,
produce an illustrated
riptioc of "The
Crusaders in the Holy Land,•'
published by the Macmillan
Co.
For those 'hQ, visit the
largely Jewish'
: Israel of today, it may come as a stir:
prise to learn that what is
known as the Holy Land became a flourishing Christian
kingdom with. nuns, priests,
monks and other religious
present in large numbers.
As for the Crusaders themselves, Benvenisti emphasizes that "their strong faith
inured them to the toils of the
- -journey and to the bloodshed
of the battlefield; by virtue of
this faith they wrought the
most frightful of massacres
and for its sake they achieved
their aim - the redemption of
the Holy Sepulcher."

stored ancient churches and
built new houses of worship
and monasteries throughout
Palestine.
The conquerors from the
West tried to establish
Jerusalem and the rest of the
country as a domain of the
Pope, but this effort failed
with the formation of a
secular kingdom.
Only the Christian quarter
of Jerusalem was placed under papal rule.
However, Benvenisti recounted, large tracts of land
and sizable revenues were
presented to the church. For
example, the Church of the
Holy Sepulcher owned 90 villages, while the Monastery of
the Valley of Jehosaphat
owned 48.
LOOK WHO'S TEACHING- Under polka -dot clown- outfit, teacher Karolyn Knepier
talks with her kindergarten pupils in Orcutt, Calif. She, figures she's more interesting to
children garbed this way. Thus, they learn more readily. Imagine the clown garb in pink
and green.

A number of monasteries
were established and a medi,eval church building boom
was launched. A total of 27
churches were built in
Jerusalem alone, while there
were about 40 in Acre and 12
in Tyre. Every township had
two or three, and every settlement with Frankish French
residents had at least one
parish church. Additional
houses of worship were built
near shrines yisited by pilgrims
—

Former Drop-Out Leads
ndidates .
Research Organization ca

Ladies Day Events
Planned Wednesday
Activities have been planned
for ladies day at the Murray-Calloway County Country Club
on Wednesday, October 11.
Mrs. Chad i Betty) Stewart
will be hostess for the golf
session to be held in the morning. Special play will start at
9:15 a.m. and parings will be
made at Me tee.
Bridge will be played during
the marning with Mrs. James
M. Lassiter" and Mrs. John
Querterrnous as hostesses.
A ladies' day luncheon will be
served at noon with Mesdames
Donald Hunter, Charles Homra,
Wayne Doran, Newell Knight,
Joe T. Thurma, Evelyn Wilson,
James ninguid, Don_Burke S.
M. Mattarazzo, and Delores
Warner as hostesses.

By LYNN B. YI.LLELLA
Albuquerque Teases* Writes- ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
AP) - Grace Olivarez
"dropped out" at the end
of her 'junior year of high
school.
Twenty years later. divorced
and with an 8-year-old son, she
entered law school at the prestigious University of Notre
Dame
Today the tall, dark, attractive attorney is director of the
Institute for Social Research
and Development IISRADi at
the University of New Mexico.
She heads a multifaceted
program that operates under
more than $2 75 million in contracts and appropriations.
Mrs. Olivarez succeeded
former New Mexico Gov. Jack
Campbell to directorship of the
Institute. which employs. 280
persons. •
'I would like to see New
Mexico be the leader in dealing
probleras_cd. population.
environment and poverty is-.

Purchase Area Michael Sturmak
Hog Market

,Elected President
Of MSU Frosh pass

Federal State Market Newl
Service Oct. 9, 1972
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report includes ,9
buying stations
Receipts: • Act. 1431 Est. 500
Barrows and Gilts 25 to 50 lower
Sows steady to 50 lower.

sues.' declares Mrs. Olivarez. from home." she observes. "
"J think New Mexiur has the was rentiotan apartment fo
Most beautiful opportunity to the first time. I was strictly oh
take these problems and be in- my own with a son and a nep
novative and creative.
ew to support. The environme/it
"Nev Mexico can be one of was completely new all
the few states that keeps clean and midwestern.
air and avoids congestion
Before joining ISRAD, rs.
we can accommodate another
Olivarez was associate in
half-million people but it will
Phoenix with "Food for A 'a
take planning." she said.
federally-funded program. !.•
Grace Olivarez grew up in a
In 1960 she was appointd by
small mining town near Phoe- President
Nixon to the Comnix. Ariz. Her father was from
mission on Population qrowth
Spain, her mother was of Mexiand the American Futu4e. She
can-lrish descent. She knew
has recently completed that
English but spoke only Spanish
two-year assignment.
until just .4 0 years ago. She
• -jdidn't start reading books until
Mrs. Olivarez is Uie first
1966 and before she entered law
woman on a high adminisschool in 1967 she had never trative level at the University
been in a library.
of New Mexico.
"Then I huunded the liIf I am invited to plaice a
brary,'• she says grimly. "And presentation before the vice
buying books - it has become presidents . of the university I
an addiction with me."
am not addressing any ne but
Although Grace's back- men." she says. adding, "In the
ground sound.* "culturally de- committee of deans t ere is
prived," it was. in seality, any- onls one woman - dea4 of the
school of nursing.
thing blils
--When Grace meets with the
She has been intrO148 ih
rights programs. in Mexican 2SRAD project direcia she is
and Chicano affairs since her dealing with an all-mal4 group.
late teens. Her involvement has Ditto the executive co
'ttee.
been zealous and meaningful.
"And I refuse to use f minine
In law school Grace feels she wits to get my reques grant"discovered herself .'• Survival ed," she declares_ 'I see
became crucial.
myself as an administr,
tor. not
"It was my first time away as a woman ••

Michael
Sturmak
of
Louisville was elected freshman president at Murray State'a,
University for the .1972-73 school
year to head a slate of seven
class officers in the annual fall
US 1:2 200-230 lbs. 27.75-28.50 election Thursday.
proposal in 1969, sent ongress
By EDWARD NEILAN
Voting was also recorded in
U.S 1-3 200-250 lbs. 27.25-'7.75
a tougher, more sw
Copley News Service
irig bill
the election to fill vacancies in
FIR 12272i at the en4 of 1971.
other classes-although the,,
US
2-4
240-260
lbss
2o./5-27.25
Meanwhile, the Nixon adminisWASHINGTON - Battle
He told how the Crusaders,
US -a-4 260-280 lbs. 26.00-26.75 balloting for senior represen- lines are forming on regulation
tration has nearly cbmpleted
once they had arrived in the
tative ended in a tie vote.
an undated study o private
of private pensioneplans.
Holy Land, expressed their Sows
Sturmak defeated four other
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 25.00-25.50
The multibillion-dollar pen- pension problems.
piety. in visits to Christian
the sion system, once the exclusive
win
to
US 1-3 350-650 lbs. 24.00-25.00 candidates
Some supporters of pension
shrines. They collected the
relics of sairi&,-he said, re- US 2-3 480-650 lbs., 23.00-24.00 presidency of the - freshman province of labor and manage- reform legislation state that
class. OthiF freshman officers ment, is rapidly becoming a
unless Congress acts to
elected are: Bill __Warren, consumer "issue. A legislative strengthen private pensions,
Georgetown,
Ill.,
vice showdown on the, quettion., pressures will continUe buildpresident; Cathy Cole, Paris, which affects millions of Amer- ing up to expand the Social SeTenn., secretary.,, Betty Jo icans, is expected early next curity system and that this will
Overburden both employers
Powell, Hopkinsville, year.
PAR S AP i-H,enry A. Kissinger scheduled another secret treasurer; and Nat Bolton,
and employes who pay the
Contenders in the controvercosts.
meetif in Paris today with the North Vietnamese, andthe future Hopkinsville, Marsha Porter,
sy over pension legislation
of South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu appeared to be -Vender-son, and
Georgia range from supporters of modNewgst force On the pension
- the chief issue under discussion.
Hillerman, Chester, Ills class est changes to those who scene, according to the NationAssociated Press correspondent Gaylord Shaw reported from representatives.
champion a complete overhaul. al Journal Research Service, is
the Whitt House that there were clear indications the talks were
consumer advocate Ralph
Harrell French, -Camdep,
Private pension plans now
focusing on the future of Thieu, whose resignation is one of the- Tenn., and Robert Hatcher,
Nader. „
hold more than. $137.1 billion in
chief Communist demands.
Owensboro, found their race assets and cover-more
Nader began an investigation
than 30
f0r tendor representative million person& They
paid an of private pension plans two
unresolild by the election. estimated $7.3 billion in bene- years ago. In 1971 he circulated
SAIGON r AP)-From 250 to 500 North Vietnamese and Viet
Gong stillheld Huong Phuong villairand three hamlets 15 to 20 David Curtis of LaCenter, fits to 4.7 million retired per- a questionnaire to more than
president • of the Student sons in 1970. Assets in these goo people who complained
miles north of Saigon today despite heavy air strikes.
The enemy fOrce occupied the hamlets Friday and Huong Organization, said a runoff funds are growing at the rate of about problems with their pension plans. According to a
Phuong on Saturday, cutting Highway 13 between Saigon and a election will probably be held to $10 billion a year.
The threee. main approaches Nader staff member, the conbig South Vietnamese military headqaarters at Lai Khe, 30 miles decide the issue.
In other balloting Carolun to pension plan regulation re- tinuing volume of mail on pennorth of the capital.
sion is "amazing."
Evans, Robards, was elected form are:
,
senior class secretary, and
I. In the-Senate, a small bi- _ Results of the Nader quesMIAMI I AP Billionaire recluse Roward Hughes had a beard., Connie Jones, Louisville, was
partisan coalition is backing a tionnaire and his group's apdown to his waist and hair flowing over his shoulders when he elected sophomore class
proposal I S 3598i sponsored by proach to corrective legislation
made a secret trip from the Bahamas to Maimi last February, treasurer.
Sen. Vflirristn A. Williams Jr„ vvill-be incorporated in a book
.according to the Miami Hearld.
Originally scheduled
seheduled Thur- D-N.J.. and ,Sen. Jacob K. "VOli and Your Pensions," .to
His toenails "were so long they curled up," the newspaper sday, Sept. 28, the election was Javits. 11:N. le, This
approach, be published this fall.
quoted a yacht captain as saying.
delayed a week to allow for generally supported by .the laMajor provisions of...,Nader's
consideration of complaints bor moveinenf and opposed by proposal call for:
1. Setting tip a limited nutnrrestident Nixon; Sen. George McGovern and Sargent Shiver that campus election rules had most industry assottationS, is
ber of private institutions regudesigned
to
solleapertsion
violated.
been
prob....s. :seen
. seeking votes from Columbus Day crowds as the
Four voting machines fur- lems of the future. But Present lated by the Security Exchange
otestdental election campaign approaches its final four weeks.
inequities would not be cor- Cominission to administer penOf the top four candidates, only Vice President Spiro T. Agnew nished' by - Calloway County
sion funds.
rected. ,
were
used
in
the
election!
Denny
did not campaign Sunday, but he planned to resume campaigning
2. Giving tax deductions to
2
In
the
House,
a
Griffin
of Hopkinsville is the
pension
tonight. at a rally at Anaheim, Calif.
employers, employ-es and the
chairman of the election coin- study task force under Labor
self-employed_ for money- they
init,tee • of
the
Student subcommittee Chairman Rep. contribute to individual retireJohn H. Dent, I)-Pa., has comSALTILLO, Mexico (Al)-Rescue crews have finished their Organization. '
ment accounts in these instttuwork at the site of Meideo's second worst rail diSaster in history.
Class -Officers for the pleted the first phase of a new lions and providing
immediate,
inquiry
into
pension issues.
Authorities put the number of confirmed dead at 204 and injured sophomore, junior and senior
legislation is expected to be vesting of money for employes.'
at 1,098.
classes, along with Student
Allowing' emPloVes with
&arta late this year. .
The train's engineer and-at least one other member of his crew Organization officers„ are
pension funds deposited in
- 3. Thei White House, which
tarn' chargesof homicide. .
elected each spring.
barked a relatively modest these mstitutions a voice in how

Shriver participated in a Columbus Day parade in Providence, R I., Sundays_ winning 4.4
belated endorsement from state
Democratic Chairman Lawrence McGarry.
Shriver also made a reference to the poor showing by the
Democratic ticket in most
polls. He said that if Columbus
had listened to the polls he
would never have set out on his
journey to the New World because the indications would
have been that the world was
flat.
Shriver planned to attend a
breakfast with labor leaders in
Baltimore today and then go to
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh.
Mrs. Shriver engaged in a
brief struggle with a state
Democratic party official who
tried to take the microphone
from her at a Sunday beer party in Baltimore.
The Fair Campaign Practices
Committee said today that the
1972 campaign "will be the dirtiest in recent years." It said it
has handled "more complaints
about dirty politics in the five
weeks of the 1972 campaign
than in any comparable period
in any year since it started
keeping statistics.

CONGRESS

Pension reforms sought

World News Briefs
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By F. RICHARD CICCONE
five children ranging in age open-ended
Associated Press Writer
from 11 to 21. says."We started
Mrs. Heller, an art teacher
CHICAGO I API.. -- Four out by thinking of all the things who did all the
illustrations for
kids
our
"
with
did
we
suburban Chicago mothers
The women worked in their the booklet and the forthwho evidently never had
homes until recently, when coming book, says, "People alproblems amusing their chil- they rented an office in North- ways ask me how do I find the
dren on. rainy days have written field, a northern suburb of Chi- time to do so many things with
the children."
a book to share their experi- cago.
ences with other mothers.
"That's misleading to think
Mrs. Betty Weinberger. .who
The women - three teachers has a 5-year-old and an 8-year- we spend all our days with the
and a social worker - got the old, says. "We never run out of children. You just take a few
idea for such a book in 1968 and ideas . . . We try everything on seconds to plan a game or an
two years later formed a comthe kids- and they give us new idea and you don't do everything."
pany called Parents As Re- ideas
source. Inc
The four women work an edThe two women, together
Their hand-printed booklet
with Mrs. Ann Cole andsMrs. ucational feature into each of
offers a different game or
Faith Bushnell. who since has the more than 100 fun recipes.
project on each page and albeen replaced by Liz Heller, but they admit many middlemost all their ideas require found little encouragement class children get sufficient
items found easily in most when they began their project. time from parents to _provide
homes
"Finally... Mrs. Haas said. for this.
So tar. 20,000 copies at $2 "the Head Start people in Chi"In the inner-city, however. each have been sold but now a cago told us to go ahead in two says Mrs. Haas, •'the parents
major publisher is bringing out of their centers. We brought all often don't even communicate
the follow-up book, •'1 Saw A the materials, things like emp- with children and this trains
Purple Cow."
ts egg cartons, boxes of all them in how to do it."
The women also have a lands-. It worked out great."
The four women are making
weekly newspaper column
money with their project.
syndicated in 11 newspapers
The women have since con- "Enough to pay a secretary and
and are in the process of ar- ducted workshops in West Vir- an accountant, but we don't
ranging a series of 12 television ginia, North Carolina. New take salaries,'', says Mrs. Weinworkshops to train persons to Mexico. Georgia an numerous berger. a social worker. '
work with inner-city mothers Chicago suburbs.
The future of PAR would apand day-care workers.
"The beautiful thing.- says pear to be an expanding one but
Mrs Carolyn Haas, who has Mrs Weinberger, "is that our Mrs. Haas explains, "Each of
recipes for fun are not specific. us throw our ideas into everyWe don't tell mothers to draw a thing. It's hard enough for four
circle and -then paste here or women to work together I
there We just say take a piece don't know if we could do it
(Continued from Page 1)
of paper and leave the idea with more."

the money is invested.
The drive for reform is based
including some
on criticism
Prom influential Democratic
and Republican members of
Congress - that existing laws
governing private pensions are
so lax that millions of employes
enrolled in the plans collect no
benefits even after many years
of service.
.. Some lose their pensions because their parent companies
go out of business, merge with
other companies or move their
plants to new locations.
Many employes in the present highly mobile society leave
their jobs before they meet the
sometimes rigorous qualifications to becoine eligible for
benefits.
Most of the money to finance
private pension plans comes
from employers. They contributed more than $12.5 billion to
the funds last year while employes paid in about $1Abillion.
No law reqwrea private employes,- to provide pension
pilaw-Many of the larger plans
tate resulted from collective
bargaining between management and unions.
The Social Security Administration estimates that the average beneficiary of a private
pension plan received $1,654 in
4970, excluding money front the
federal system.
The average benefit that the
Social Security system paid retired workers sin 1970 was
$1,416. While some 4.7 million
persons received benefits from
private pension plans in 1970,
an estimated 13.3 million received Social Security payments.

People want in know more
aboup menial illness and
mental health, according to a
mow), commimioned by Blue
Crow
-

BOOK REVIEW

Nixon's ft-weigh-policy examined
NIXON'S QUEST FOR
PEACE; by Frank Van der
Linden; Robert B. Luce Inc.;
247 pages; $6.95.

suspenseful account of the
1970 Middle East crisis when
Palestinian guerrillas, aided
by Syrian tanks, tried to overthrow King Hussein of JorReviewed By
dan.
RAY McHUGH
It began on the night of
Copley News Service
Sept. 15 when a green telephone, with white letters on a
Veteran White House corred circle spelling "secure
respondent Frank Van der
phone," rang in the office of
Linden has compiled a record
Maj. Gen. Alexander Haig,
of President Nixon's foreign , deputy to Kissinger.
policy that will intrigue even
"The prime minister wants
his colleagues in the west
to talk to the President towing newsroom.
night," Haig was told by Sir
In terse, reportorial style,
Denis Greenhill, secretary to
the Nashville Banner's man in
British Prime Minister EdWashington charts the story
ward Heath.
of the withdrawal from VietHe wanted to warn Mr.
nam, the confrontation in the
Nixon that civil war could
Middle East in September of
break out in Jordan at any
1970, the Indo-Pakistan war of
minute.
1971, the summit trips to PeVan der Linden then takes
lting and Moscow and the
the reader step by step
strategic arms limitation
through the crisis, complete
agreement.
with Soviet duplicity, until at
Each is fitted into a mosaic
2:30 p.m. on Sept. 23 when
that the President says will
Gen. Haig notified the PreSieventually emerge into "a
dent • "The Syrian tanks are
generation of peace:"
turning back, sir!"
The book, necessarily, emIt was a crisis that few
phasizes the Nixon adminis. Americans still appreciate.
tration point of view and its
"It was the gravest threat
publication in the midst of the
to world peace since this adpresidential -campaign will
ministration took office," Mr.
undoubtedly prompt some to
Nixon later told Congress.
dismiss it as partisan. Van
For those who believe Mr.
der linden deserves better,
Nixon's handling of foreign
He has covered -presidents:: affairs
is the key to his bid for
since 1945., has Made everyreelection, this -box* will be,
overseas trip with Mr:-Nixon
reassuring. For those who
and Vice President Spiro Agwonder just how the Nixonnew and includes in his book
Kissinger-Rogers machinery
exclusive interviews with the
works, there are answers'
President, Secretary of State
And fOr those who are just
William_Rogers, Defense Secfascinated with the way's of
retary' Melvin Laird and Dr.
power or crave a standoff
Henry Kissinger.
view of the times in .which
His narrative peaks with a
they live,there it satisfaction.
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A joint fund-rai•
Murray High S
students, speech
the Band Booste
announced today •
for the groups. Th
is -hoped to ra'
finance the vario
the groups, liegi
will last for one
"Band and For
members still be
to-door - canvas of
effort to enlist a
their campaign,"
said.
The members
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calendar on the
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